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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTIO!NI 

J .1 Probiematique 

This study, a prelude to a more comprehensive and ambitious research 

project on the Indian National Movement during the 1930s and "40s, was 

undertaken largely as an exercise in self-clarification. The objectives of this 

study were: 

a) to critically analyse the existing historiographic 

understanding of the period and to evaluate the 

adequcy and validity of some of the analytical 

categories/concepts used to "explain" the politics 

of the period; and 

b) to identify and prioritise issues and themes for 

further research. 

Keeping in view this exploratory nature of our task, it was decided to 

initially undertake the study in the form of a broad, synoptic survey of all 
I 

India politics rather than rwsh in for a study of a specialised nature, specific 

to a theme and region. 

This was felt advantageous, not only because of my own very limited 

theoretical apparatus, but also because it was felt that research on a 

particular theme, specific to a region and time-frarne; would be fruitfull only 

when: 

fl one is well-grounded In the literature, both historiographic as well 

as prirnary, relating to the period and ts able to analyse the validity 

of the concepts used; 



II one is familiar with the broad patterns of politics at an all-India 

level so as to understand the process of how rural grievances and 

local concerns were incorporated in larger nationalist politics; and 

II one is able to construct a tentative scherne of typification of the 

various types of politics, undertaken by different groups/classes, 

which are designated under the broad spectrurn label o£ "nationalist 

politics". 

The period 1937-39 was selected for the study as it represents one of 

the most complex and interesting conjunctures in nationalist politics. Jt was 

during this period: 

' that the Congress was a protest movement as well as the local administration 

in six provinces; 

* that the battle for ideological as well as organisational hegemony over the 

National Movement was waged most intensely; 

~- that the Congress' claims to hegemony were seriously challenged by various 

political groups/sections such as: 

li the Kisan Sabhas which, in conjunction with sorne trade union 

activists, emerged as a left-wing oppossition to the Congress 

rninistr ies m some provinces and challenged the not ion that the 

Congress championed the cause of the peasantry~ 

fl the CommunaLists, mainly the Muslim 'League, which challenged 

the cJai m that the Congress represented the minorities and couJcl 

speak on behalf of all sections of Indian society. The League 

sought to propagate the notion that the Congress was trying to 



establish a "Hindu Raj" and was increasingly attracted to 

seperatist politics, leading eventually to the adoption of the 

]Jakistan l~eso!ution, and 

II the leaders of the depressed classes, mainly B.R. ..L\mbedkar as 

well as the anti-Hindi agitationists led by E.V.Rarnaswami 

Naicker; and 

..:· lhat the Congress had to cope with the dialernrnas and contradictons 

which were generated as a result of office-acceptance. 

The need for synergy in the historiography of the Indian National 

Movement cannot be over-emphasized. However, new perspectives and methodologies 

will have to be evolved and fragmentary and sectarian perspectives abandoned for 

synthesizing research relating to different themes, regions and periods. 

Study uf perceptions, an integral part of intellectual history, can 

provide us the necessary integrative tools for achieving a high degree of 

synthesis. The new emphasis on perceptions has opened up a fascinating area of 

research as historians are beginning to relise that processes of continuity and 

change can be accounted for more fruitfully, not just by quantitative empirical 

data, but by studying "collective mentalities". 

Hence the focus of this study has been exclusively on the perceptions of 

leaders. /\n attempt has bben made here to reconstruct the scenar10 of 1937-39 
I 
I 

throljgh the study of perceptions. /\s a result, the focus has been more on the 

i 
study ·of perceptions of th~ historical process father than the process itself. 

/\n attempt has : been made to chart the perceptual field of reality of 

nationalist leaders by analysing their perceptions· of: 
I 

strength ; 

weaknesses; 

l
v-~ . 
lit ll t l'( )(It I(_' j i () 11 

opportunities; and 



-- threats. 

A maJor part of this study is devoted to the debate which took place 

among Congressn1en over the issue of office-acceptance. The different and often 

conflicting notions of strategy of leaders vis-a-vis the Government of India Act 

(1935) as well as the assumptions underlying the§e nci'ions have been analysed m 
" 

detail. The debate on office-acceptance provides very interesting insights, not 

onJy. about strategy-related issues but also about more fundamental questions 

relating to the nature ;:md content of Indian Nationalisn1. 

An attempt has been made to understand why offices were eventua!iy 

accepted by the Congress by analysing the actual alternatives that were 

available to the Congress and by studying how the relative merits of these 

alternatives were perceived by contemporary leaders and participants. 

1'\t the outset, the undeveloped and tentative nature of this study must 

be explicitly stated. 1\ maJor limitation of the study relates to the sources it 

Js based on. \Ve have relied almost exclusively on archival sources, mainly 

private papers of important nationalist leaders and British policy-makers, 

governrnent records, contemporary newspapers and journals and rnernoirs and 

. writings of sorne of the participants available m Delhi. No use of orai 

testimony has been rnade which is essential for the study of perceptions. 

/\s clarified earlier, this study has been undertaken largely as an 

exercise m scenario building. Hence it need not be evaluated as a 

cornprehensive history of the period under study ; nor any of the evidence or 

arguments presented here should be taken as conclusive. In reconstructing a 

scenario, effort has been made to assess the relative importance of various 

situational variables and to make a tentative attempt i'o explain why certain 

variables and ideas become social levers at a point in time. 

At the t irne of commencing the study, it was decided the efforts would be 

I !11 i t•nd w .. ·iion 



made to recreate a "prosopography" (collective biography) of leaders at various 

levels and extrapolate from their percept ions insights about nationalist 

politics. Unfortunately, the tradition of biography in our country is still 

undeveloped and very few good autobiographies and biographies of nationalist 

leaders are available. As a result, attemp~s to draw out meaningful! 

information frOITl the very few biographies available proved to be of little use. 

Hence material could be collected only about important individual leaders ; the 

lesser known individuals at the middle and lower tiers of n;Jtionalist <:~ctivity 

could not be covered to the extent desirable. Hence it is necessary to add the 

qualification that by "nationalist leadership" is meant a representative m1x of 

individual leaders. However, care was taken to include indiv!duals representing 

various ideological groups as well as points of views commandmg wider political 

support. 

Another major "limitation" of this study is the lack oi a regir1ctl focus. / 

This, to an extent, was delibrate, although one is aware that such studies are 

increasingly becorning unfashionable. This is because the nationalist 

leadership, tn its perceptions of strengths and weaknesses, looked upon the 

all-India situation in its totality. 

1.2 Struct_':!_~~ of _Qlis_~~udy 

This dissertation 1s divided 

Introduction. 

into two parts, excluding this 

Part one, comprising Chapters 2, 3 and 4, deals with th pr~lude and 

premises which Jed to acceptance of offices by the Congress. [n Chapter 2, the 

Ganclhi-Irwin Settlement has been taken as a milestone to trace the main features 

of the period 1932-35. Similarly, Chapter 3 provides an overview of British 

policy during this period, especially with reference to the 

~t~ O·odilc li<>n 

underlying 



assumptions of ·the Government_ of India Act, 1935. 

Chapter It discusses the great debate which took place among Congressmen 

on the crucial issue of formulation of strategies to combat the GOI Act (1935), 

especiaLly over the issue of office-acceptance. The positions of various 

groups, their arguments for and against office-acceptance, and the undelying 

assumptions behind their notions of politics are discussed in elaborate detail 

in this Chapter. An effort has been made to understand how long-term (epochal) 

-objectives are translated into short-term (conjunctural) goals and then worked 

out in day-to-day politics. 

Part two of the dissertation consists of Chapters 5, 6 and 7 and 

focusses primarily on the changing perceptions of the nationalist leadership 

about Congress ministeries. The early perceptions of the leadership about mass 

mobilization and their assessments of Congress' position about ministry 

forrnation are briefly discussed in Chapter 5. 

The formation of Congress ministries unleashed forces wich substantially 

affected the ideological and organisational reserves of hegemony of the 

Congress. This backlash to the Congress ministries is described in detail 1n 

Chapter 6. 

~t1?r;· _ In the light of the backlash, shifts and divergence of perceptions of 

t(~Y~atrs about strengths and weaknesses of the Congress, which eventually led to 

·the clash at Tripuri, are analysed in Chapter 7. 

Chapter 8 recapitulates the major points, whic'h may have a widet· concern 

gomg beyond the specific theme and tirne-framt;, of our enqUJry. 

1 t t•od uc Uon 
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PART ONE 

OFFICE ACCEPTANCE PRELUDE AND PREMISES 



CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND/SCENARIO 

2.1 Overvjew 

Issues and themes involved m the debate over the question of 

offide-acceptance can be logically understood and analysed only when they are 

•C 

studied in their historical context. For this purpose, it is necessary to 

delineate the broad features of the conjuncture in which the debate took place. 

This Chapter attempts to reconstruct the maJor features of the 

conjuncture of 193 i -34. Essentially speaking, this Chapter is an exerc1se in 

scenario-building. 
" 

An attempt. has been made here to provide a historical 

setting as well as to contextually link the issues, themes and perceptions 

relating to the debate on office-acceptance. 

The Gandhi-Irwin Settlement of 1931 has been taken as a rr:ilestone. This 

1s because some of the complexities, pressures and counter-pressures, dilemmas 

and the inherent contradictions of the National iv\ovement, which were not only 

conjuctural but were long term in a spatial and temporal sense, were brilliantly 

highlighted 1n early-1931. 

Beginning frorn the Gandhi-Irwin Settlement, an atternpt has been made to 

reconstruct the essential features of the conjucture of 1931-34 as much of the 

ensuing debate between the Constitutionalists and the' Non-Constitutionalists had 

its contextual origins in this period. Also the debate was conducted for 

chalking out a plan of action and was rooted objectively in the political 

sauatwn of ear Jy- J 9 30s. The debate was, therefore, more a groping 111 the 



dark, an attempt to arrive at a plan of action and an effort at operat[onlizing 

politics in an immdiate political context. Hence the positions of the 

Consttutionalists and Non-Constitutionalists were decisively influenced by their 

concrete political experiences of the immediate past. 

While trying to reconstruct the basic characteristics of the conjucture 

of 1931-34, the focus has been more of a contextual reconstruction rather than 

on analysis of perceptions or notions of politics. 

2.2 The Eleven Points 

The Eleven Points, formulated by Gandhi in January 1930 as his terms for 

not launching the Civil Disobedience Movement (CDM) (1), have been the target of 

much controversy. Nehru and other radicals within the Congress bitterly 

complained that in the wake of the famous Purna Swaraj Resolution, adopted only 

a' few weeks earlier at Lahore, they carne "rnore like surrender than anything 

else" ~2). 

Con1bined with this is the famous letter of the capitalist leader, Lalji 

Naranji, which Sumit Sarkar has quoted with such advantage : 

Gandhiji's Eleven Points or demands arc rnorc of econornic nature than 
of political nature. It is, therefore, that the commercial comrnunity 
has put more explicit faith tn Gandhiji or his organisation .... 
Government indifference has driven, we capitalists to work with 
socialistic organisations like the Congress.... 1 am sure no member 
of commercial community will think of Congress, if we get what we 
want, the Congress will be foremost in withdrawing the CDM. (3). 

What was so attractive to the bourgeoisie i~ the Eleven Points ? (4). 

Of course, the demands relating to rupee-pound ratio, indigenous shipping, and 

protection for textile industry were essentially bourge'ois in nature. But the 

rest of the demands had a far wider focus. The demands relating to abolition of 

salt tax and reduction of land t-evenue to 50% were aimed at mobilizing the 

peasantry. /'\nd the rest such as release of political prisoners and disbanding 

I of CID were directly related to a wider movement for civil liberties and related 

J~'<:lf.:l(~IJ()t! ll(f 



issues. 

It would be naive to suggest that the Eleven Points were formulated by 

Gandhi at the instance of the bourgeoisie. It was repeatedly emphasized by 

Gandhi that "there is nothing new about them. Most of them have been handed 

dowr1 from Dadabhai Naoroji's time" (5) that is at a time when the bourgeoisie 
; 

wcis yet to constiute itself as a class (6). H,owever, these demands were 

definitely bourgeois m the sense that they represented a bourgeois societal 

per spec ti vc. 

One serwus criticisrn that ha.s been made about the Eleven Points was 

that they did not incorporate the constitutional issue on which the Lahore 

Congress had expressed itself so resolutely. But even a preliminary study of 

Gandhi's personality and politics would reveal that constitutional questions 

were incidental to him. In his negotiations with British officials, 

colistitutional iss\!cs :1cvcr figured importo.ntly and he always chose to vcrbalisc 

them as "organic ability to severe the 13ritish connection at \Vill", "equality", 

"partnership between equals", etc. This was because he was more interestd in 

transforming the relationship between the Colonial State and the National 

Moverncnt in a hegcJnonic sense than in capturing state power 111 a piccerncal 

fashion. As he wrote years later: 

A non-violent revolution is not a programme of seizure o£ power. It 
JS a programme of transformation of relationship ending in a peaceful 
transfer of power (7). 

How were the Eleven Points perceived by the p articipants and leaders 7 

The demands relating to abolition of salt tax and reduction of land revenue to 

50 percent were eminently successful in galvani:iiing social support in the 

country-side. "Salt linked up in a flash the ideal of Swaraj with the most 



concrete and uni versa! rural gr·ievance" (8). "l t elevated Gandhi's "case to a 

higher moral plane and sharpened Indians' awareness of the conflict between 

their own material interests and those of Great Britain" (9). As soon it dawned 

upon the Colonial State that "what 1v\r. Gandhi is trying to n1anufacture is not 

salt but civil disobedience" (10). 

The Eleven Points need to be seen not as the class programme of the 

Indian National Congress but as a means to reachi~g out to different social 

groups for harrassi ng then• for Civil Disobedience. They were a set of concrete 

points around which a consensual type of poiitics was sought to be generated for 

challenging the Colonial State and for extending the hegemony of the National 

Movernent. They were essentially an attempt by Gandhi to capture mass 

consciousness. To look upon them as the class programme of the National 

Movement or even as a bargaining counter against the Colonial State would be 

unjustified. 

2-~---~~~eol.2_I~ressures _ 

Sumit Sarkar has done considerable research on the participation of the 

capitaiist class m COM. He has marshalled rich evidence to argue that 

capitalist pressures upon Gandhi piayed a decisive role during the course of the 

Movement. 

Sarkar, in his study, chases to divide the Movement into two broad 

phases, "September-October 1930 may be taken as a dividing line between two 

broad phases of Civil Disobedience" (ll ). The first phase, according to Sarkar, 

"saw the high point of bourgeois participation in towr ns and contro.lled peasant 

mobilization on issues selected by the Gadhian leadership" (12). It was during 

this phase that bourgeois groups participated enthusiastically in CDM. 

However, beginning frorn the autumn of 1930, writes Sarkar, there started 



a spate of "alarm signals from business groups calling for compromise" (13). 

Throughout the later-half of 1930 and especially during ear Jy 1931, business 

lobbies continued to mount pressure on Gandhi for withdrawing CDM and entering 

into a dialogue with the Colonial State on the constitutional issue. Sarkar has 

drawn heavily on private correspondences of leading capitalists, especially 

Purushottamdas Thakurdas. 

While bourgeois participation in CDM and rnounting pressures on Gandhi 

were significant aspects of the National Movernent, it would be wrong to see the 

centrality of the historical process in them, as Sumit Sarkar would like us to 

do. Pressures and counter-pressures of business groups were a constant and 

endemic feature of nationalist politics and need to be understood more 

objective.ly in the context of a wider constellation of social forces. 

The fact that such business pressures did not in any fundamental sense 

undermine the autonomy of the Congress as a popular, anti-imperialist bloc ·1s 

borne out by an interesting instance of Congress-bourgeoisie relationship" ( 14). 

Purushottarnclas Th<lkurdas, the leading l:~ornbay capitalist, tried to prevent Gandhi 

from launching CDM and urged him to attend the First Round Table Congress in 

London. He wrote to Canclhi i11 ]dnuary 1930: 

do not believe that -J.ndia will benefit either now or within a few 
"" decades by revolution as much as by a process of evolution .... If the 

constitution Js not suff.iciently changed after the conference in 
London as to make us masters in our own house, I can understand your 
impatience, but to resort to Civil Disobedience does strike me as 
beir1g a hasty step. ( 15). 

Thakurdas's opinion typically represented a businessrnan 's fears of 
extra-constituti-onal, mass politics. It can be demonstrated by studying the 

positions of various capitalists as well as their organis?tions that these fears 



were shared by a large nurnber of business leaders and what Thakurd<J.s was voicing 

was not the opinion of an individual but that of the industry as a whole. 

Gandhi's reaction to such pressures was typical: 

rnust not enter into argument with you for argument is useless 
conviction on either side is deep-seated. I can only give you 
assurance that I shall take no hasty step. /\ risky step may 
necessarily be a hasty step. (16). 

when 
my 
not 

It would be interesting to know how the opinwn of the same Thakurdas 

was transformed into the "groundswell of a class" (17), which Gandhi found so 

irresistable that he was forced to strike a deal with the Colonial State to turn 

'a bang into a whi n1per ·;' 

2.4 "Pressures From Below" 

In his i:lCCOlH1t or CDf'·li and the Gandhi-lrwin Truce, Sarkar writes that 

there were emerging "sporadic but militant movements from below, a kind of less 

inhibited 'second wave' which gathered strength in the countryside particularly 

in the context of the deepening slump in agricultural prices frorn the autumn of 

1930 onwards" (18). The "early , official' type of Gandhian Civil Disobedience", 

based on, "relatively pro-propertied groups were losing some of their earlier 

potency" (19). "At the same time, there were signs of a 'second wave , taking 

less,managable and socially dangerous forms, like no-rent or tribal rebellion" 

(20). 

Sarkar concludes that "available regional data seern to indicate a 

broad.ly sirniLJr pattern from the autumn of J 930 onwards of simultaneous decline 

and r-adicalization: a weakening in forms associated with bourgeois groups or 

peasant upper strata (e.g. urb<:m boycott and no revenue), accompanied by 



sporadic but fairly widespread tendencies towards less-rnanagable forms (no-rent, 

tribal outbursts, popular violence)". In such a situation, "moves towards sorne 

kind of compromise settlement were only natural, both for Gandhian leadership 

with its faith in controlled mass participation, as well as, for business 

leaders with their counting-house mentality and fear of peasant radicalism" 

(21). 

While there is rich' evidence, both from the Congress as well as from 

I 

government sources, to suggest that in the falJ of 1930 the Movernent was losing 

:its mass support rapidly, the evidence about the "second wave" of popular 

activity seems to be extremely sketchy. t:.arring tribal revolts in which the 

Congress had little experience and standing of any political activity, there 

seems to be no basis to suggest that there were "sporadic but fairly widespread 

tendencies towards Jess managable forms". Except for the UP, where there 

definitely was developing a situation in which potentialities of introducing a 

noLrerit campaign were explored by the provincial level Congress leadership, 

evidence about possibilities of no-rent campaigns in other parts of the country 

is rather fragmentary. The evidence cited by Sarkar about "pressures from 

below" relates solely to tribal revolts. 

2.5 Perceptions of the Gandhi-Irwin Truce 

No exhaustive study has been undertaken to understand how the 

Gandhi-Irwin Truce was popularly perceived, although Hardiman and Gyanendra 

Pandey have made references in their respective studies of Kheda and the U.P. 

(22). However, available evidence strongly suggest that colonial policy--makers 

and administrators felt that the Truce had placed the Congress in a greatly 

advantageous position. Willingdon, writing to Samuel H6are, the new Secretary of 

State, complained bitterly that the Truce "certainly has established a position 

in the minds of the people that Gandhi had acted as a plenipotentiary in 



negotiating tenns of peace with the Viceroy himself c-ind that, therefore, there 

seemed to be tvvo kings of Brentford in India" (23). 

Similarly, Harry Haig, Member of the Viceroy's Council, wrote in June 

1931 that "they (the Congress) will always try to twist round any agreement to 

convince people that they have been the victors. This was demonstrated by the 

Pact. . .. what we reqtme is a Constitution as early as possible that will give 

free scope to Congress / 1activities and into which the Congress will come 

gradually but not by formal compact. We cannot afford to do anything that will 

increase the prestige of the Congress" (24). 

Reminisencing about the Settlement, Willingdon was to write that the 

Truce "was a great handicap to the Government in its administration and an 

enorn1ous advantage to the Congress in promoting their activities" (25). 

The Congress was successful in projecting the Delhi Settlement as a 

victory, as is clear Jy borne out by different sources. "In the U.P. and 

Gujarat, the Pact was represented to the peasants as a mere truce or temporary 

suspension of hostilities during which Congress,- the victors of the Civil 

Disobedience Movement, would present the peasants demands Ior redress'' (26). 

For instance, Sitara Sahai, a Congress worker in Rae Bareli in U.P., proclaimed 

in a letter dated 8th March 1931 that "if the government agrees to our terms it 

will be a very good thing, but if we do not get a satisfactory answer, the 

struggle will begin again" (27). He asked the tenants to submit their 

app!fcations in the Congress Office, and "the Congress workers ... will see the 
., 

Zamindars, Taluqdars and Deputy Commissi~;ners, and try to get the rent 

· suspended, remitted or reduced". The letter was prefaced by a message from 

Nehru which boldly proclaimed: 



Our· peace is still far away. 
sooner we will have real 
obtain complete Swaraj ... We 
the peasants are over (28). 

The more our strength increases 
peace and this is possible only when 
will take rest only when the troubles 

the 
we 
of 

It was noted by colonial policy-makers that the activities of the 

Congress were calculated to establish "its position m rural areas ... as an 

intermediary between the government and the landlord or the landlord and the 

peasant" (29). 

Sumit Sarkar talks of the "profoundly ambiguous" consequences of the 

Gandhi-Irwin Pact (30), but at the same time writes that "the average Congress 

worker released from jail seems to have gone back to his village or town as a 

victor, a mood vastly different frorn the near total disenchantment and 

frustration of 1922" (31). This aspect is especially important in view of the 

fact that !J.rge numbers of poLitical prisoners were released en masse as a 

result of the Truce. This in itself was important for an organization, whose _ 

total membership at the time of the Karachi Session was only 1 ,45,201+" (32), and 

which had to undergo severe repression during which 92,121+ political 

convictions took place (33). 

i 

Jn U.P. alone 4599 convicted prisoners were released as a result of the 

Truce (34). This immensely heightened the morale of the average political 

activist and contributed a great deal to the extension of nationalist support in 

the countryside. Gyanendra Pandey has shown that in the single district of Rae 

!3areli in U.P., after the Truce, the Congress had 32 offices, 8040 members, 

13,081 volunteers, and the Congress flag flew over 1,019 villages (35). 

Notwithstanding these important aspects, the real significance of the 



I 
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Gandhi-Irwin Truce can be understood only at an altogether diHerent theoretical 

plane. The endeavour or Gandhi to gradually trar1sform the relationship between 

the Co.lonial State and the National Movement in a hegemonic sense reflected 

itself brilliantly in early-1931 when Gandhi forced the Colonial State to treat 

the Na tiona! Movement on par and, therefore, was successful in demonstrating 

that a point of relative equilibrium had been reached between the Colonial State 

and the National Movement. He was able to concretely demonstrate the tremendous 

reserves of hegemony which the National Movement had accumulated over the years, 

and at the same time, by his unique understanding of the struggle, he was able 

to force the Colonial State to duly recognise this position. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ASPECTS OF BRITISH POLICY 

3.1 Retreat Towards Simonism 

' The bureaucratic and political backlash to the Gandhi-lrwin Settlement 

was so strong both in India and England that soon demand for a shift 1n po.licy 

became irresistable. A strong conservative protest was led by elder statesman, 

Winston Churchill, who bitterly attacked the Viceroy for negotiating on terms of 

equality with the "seditious fakir". l.)y May i 931, the Hor11e 1\1\ember was already 

convinced that the Delhi Truce must be "accon1panied by the determination to 

strike at once and strike hard, if and when thesettlement breaks down" (1). 

This backlash was considerably strengthened by the success of the 

Right-wing at elections in England and the appointment of a Tory, Samuel Hoare, 

as the Secretary of State. The new poiicy aimed at showing ~'~unmistakably that 

it (the Government) was able and willing to govern" (2). 

By August 1931, the Government of India had started sounding local 

governments about "the vital necessity oi a hard and imrnediate blow, iJ civil 

disobedience was revived" (3). And by the tirnc the Second Hound Table 

Conference (H TC) met m London, there were definite signs of a "retreat towards 

Simonism" (4). 

/\t RTC, the new policy of the Colonial State became unmistakably clear 

to all concerned. The Congress, it was argued with relentless fervour, did not 

represent all Indian interests. There were the· numerous minorities, the 

princely houses and finally a whole class of zarnindars and taluqdars. The 

Congress did not represent all these "interests". To prove this, there were 

"representatives" from these comrnunities, class organisations, chambers of 



princes and c01nmerce. The Congress was treated on par with other Indian 

representatives; it merely represented another sectional interest. Its claims 

of representing all Indian .iterests were fiercely contradicted. 

The shift m policy reflected at RTC was significant. The whole set of 

assumptions on the basis of which Gandhi had opted for the Delhi Settlement were 

sought to be undermined. Every effort was made to demonstrate that the Gongress 

merely represented 'sectional' interests; that there were many who challenged 

its claims to represent all Indian interests; that the Government was "able and 

willing" to govern India and it did not re~ire the Congress's consent for it; 

and that a scheme for constitutional advance (the proposed Government of India 

Act of 1935) could be introduced without securing a mandate from the nationalist 

leadership. In summary, the whole attempt was to undermine, deny, contradict, 

de-recognise, and challenge the hegemony of the Congress. 

Gandhi looked upon this negation of his claim to speak for all Indian 

interests as a fundamental challenge to the hegamony of the Congress. 

Registering his protest rather vehemently he declared: 

/ 

All other parties at this meeting represent sectional interests. 
Congress alone claims to represent the whole of India, all interests .. 
It 1s no communal organization, it is a determined enemy of 
communalisrn in any shape or form Its platform is universal. The 
most bitter critics of the Congress will have to recognize as it has 
been recognized that the National Congress of India is a daily growing 
organization, that its message penetrates the remotest village of 
India; that on given occaswns the Congress has been able to 
demonstrate its influence over and among the masses who inhabit seven 
lakh villages. And yet here l see that the Congress is treated as one 
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of the parties. l do not regard it as a calamity for the Congress; 
but 1 do regard it as a ca!Gmity for the purpose for which we have 
gathered together here .... The Congress is the only all-India wide 
national organization, bereft of any communal bias, that it does 
represent all the rninorities which have lodged their claims here 
The Congress, I say, claims to represent all these minorities (5). 

By the tirne Gandhi returned to India, the Truce had already become a 

dead letter. ln UP and NWFP, the situation was explosive and the local 

leadership was already exploring the possibility of a no-rent campa1gn. The 

situation deteriorated in other provinces also. f\nd by the end of 1931, another 

phase of Civil Disobedience was looming large on the horizon. Congressmen were 

bitter with the experience of the Second R TC and the Colonial State was ' 

determined to demonstrate that it was "able and willing to govern" (6). 

Within a few days of his arrival, Gandhi was arrested (7). In the 

single month of January, If.+, 803 persons were imprisioned and during Feburary 

another 17,818 (8). By April 1932, as many as 74, 671 convictions had taken 

place (9). The Congress was banned, along with its other fraternal 

organ1sat10ns. Most of its offices were seized and the properties of its 

important leaders and activists confiscated. The extent of repression can be 

gauged by the fact that no less than 272 organisat.ions of various types were 

banned on the very first d~y in Bengal alone (10). 

I 
Even while the s:econd R TC was in progress in London, the Government of 

, India was rnaking elaborate) preparations to equip itself \Vith a range of special 

and ernergency ordinances to cope with the contingency of another phase of 

extra-constitutional struggle. These ordinances gave the Government and its 

local authorities almost unl.imited powers (11). 
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D.A. Low has shown how the Second Civil Disobedience Movement was, Jn 

effect, smashed even before it could be formally launched and how it was decided 

soon after the Delhi Settlement that suppression of the Congress had become a 

contingent necesseity for the Colonial States (I 2). 

However, this imperative need to supress the Movement could only be a 

short-term tactic. Colonial policy-makers realized that terms had to be made 

with the National Movement; that denial of Congress's hegemony at the RTC could 

be deceptively dangerous; that large-scale suppression could not be a lasting 

solution; and finally that a long-term strategy for coopting the Movement had to 

be formulated and implemented on an immediate basis (13). 

3.2 Towards a Strategy of Cooption: The GOI _Act of i 935 

For evolving and successfully implementing such a cooptive strategy, it 

was necessary to prepare a clirTlate conducive to the introduction of another 

phase of constitutionalism. 

It had not taken much effort ond tirnc to repress the second wave of 

Civil Disobedience. Within Jour months (April 1932), Willingdon was already 

reporting conditions as "well unclet- control", and Civil Disobedience to be 

"almost tn a moribund condition" (14). By January 1933, he could write about 

India "enjoying a sense of confidence, security, and general restfulness from 

all worries of agitettion" (15). 

t'\nd by late J 932, the Colonial State l1ad already started r-eleasing 

prisoners. L\y January 1933, the nurnbcr of politicCtl pr1soncrs had come clown 

from a peak of 74,671 to 14,000 (16). 



All these measures were an attempt by colonial policy-makers to prepare 

"a favourable climate for the revival of another phase of constitutionalism. 

Even at the height of repression in 1932, colonial policy-makers were convinced· 

that a lasting framework for constitutional politics (in the forr-n of the 

proposed constitution) was required to effectively cope with the National 

Movement and, more importantly~ to prevent the outbreak of another phase of 

extra-constitutional struggle. 

However, the manner in which such a long-term strategy for 

constitutional politics was to be imp.lemented had to be carefully chalked out. 

Alrr1ost everyone agreed that the Congress was not to be consulted whlle 

formulating the new legislation. 1-:laig, for instance, was convinced that "it is 

no way necessary to secure the cooperation of the Congress in order that the new 

constitution may be properly launched (17). 

Haig's view was shared by the Secretary of State who thought that 

Indians rnust be "more and more forced back upon provincial autonomy as the first 

step to be taken" ( 18). 

In Jact, imrnediately after the Gandhi-lrwin Sedlernent, many 

policy-maker-s feit that the psycho.logical victory gain_ed by the Congress as a 

result of the Settlement rnust be offset not only by demonstrating that the 

Government was "able and willing to govern", but also by initiating a long-term 

strategy of cooption. Such a strategy necessarily involved introduction of 

another phase of "reforms". For instance, as early as May 1931, James Cerar, 

Home Member of Irwin's Council, believed that "the prudent, sound, and logical 

course to take" was to begin "the process of reform by establishing autonomous 

provinces, leaving federation to a later stage" ( l 9) . 
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Following this line of thinking, it was decided to rush through the 

proposed Government of !nd1a Act inspite of stiff conservative opposition at 

home and the boycott of the Third l(TC by the Congress. It was felt that yet 

another constitutionai garb was necessary to come to terms with the National 

Movernent. 

The Government of India Act of 1935 was intended as a concrete mechanism 

of this cooptive ~trategy. 

strategy were: 

In d long-term sense, the objectives o:f this 

(a) to drive a wedge and secure a split between the Constitutionalists 

and the Non-·Constitutionalists over the issue of entering 

legislatures and accepting offices in the provinces; 

(b) io give "concessions" to the Constitutionalists with a view 

to ensure their apparent dominance in various political 

processes and to eventually coopt thern; 

(c) to smash the Non-Constitutionalists opposition in the name of 

" extremism"; and 

(d) to encourage arid foster resurgence of fissiparous tendencies 

through electoral processes to emphasise societal divisions along 

class, caste, comrmmul ancJ linguistic lines to wc~.d<ell the 

hegemony of the National Movement. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE GREAT DEBATE 

4.1 Overview 

The passing of the GOl Act of 1935 confronted the nationalist leadership 

with a totally new political reality. While there was absolute unanimity in the 

condemnation of the new constitution, there were fears, apprehensions and a wide 

divergence of perceptions about the strategy to be pursued for combatting the 

Act and promoting nationalist interest. 

The ideological flux which characterised the National Movement during 

this period provided a fertile setting to the debate. In a way, issues t·elating 

to the ,'\ct and the subsequent dialemma over office-acceptance acted as catalysts 

in this process of ideological flux. 

This Chapter discusses. in elaborate detail the origins as well as the 

course and outcome of the great debate. 

4.2 Ori:gins of the Debate 

The origins of the debate on office-acceptance can be traced back to 

1933. In its Calcutta Session (/\pril 1933), the Congress had reiterated that 
r 

after "a careful survey of all that has happened during the past 15 rnonths, ... 

the Congress is' oJ opinion that in the situation the country is placed, the CD 

rnovement should be strengthened and extended" (1). 

However, Gandhi was increasingly becoming skeptical about the 

desirability of continuing Civil Disobedience only in narne and not in action. 

ln May 1933, he publicly pronounced his views, perhaps ir1 an unsuccessful effort 
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to work out an arrangement with the Colonial State to put an end to the 

''ordinance rule". However, his efforts at negotiations and peace failed as the 

Colonial State made withdrawal of Civil Disobedience a pre-condition for 

nego~iations. /\s a result, the tcrnporary suspension of the Movement was revoked 

by Gandhi. 

Alongside, a section of Congressmen organised a conference m March 1933 

under the leadership of Dr. M.A. Ansari to rev1ve the programme of council-entry 

and the constitutional method of struggle. This Conference, held at Delhi was 

soon followed by another larger assembly at Ranchi in May 1933, where the 

All-India Swaraj Party was formaliy revived. Important leaders of the 

Co~;~fer,ence were .Ansari, Bhulabhai Desai, and Bidhan Chandra Roy (2). 

All these moves at mobilis.ing opmwn in favour of revival of 

constitutional struggle paid rich dividends. Gandhi announced the withdrawal of 

Civil Disobedience on 7 April, 1934 and the decision was formally ratified by 

the Working Cornmittee (WC) and the All--India Congress Committee (AICC) in May 

(3). A Congress Par Jiamentary Board was constituted and f\nsari was elected its 

President (4). 

/\s opposed to the moves of the Constitutionalists, radicals within the 

Congress organised an All-India Conference at Patna in May 19 34 to undertake 

preparatory activities for the formation of the All India Congress Socialist 

Party (/\!CSP or CSP). The 'Plan of Action', adopted at the Patna Confcrence 1 

clearly laid dow1\ ;~s part of the core programme: "Refusal to enter at any stage 

into negotiations on the constitutional issue with the 13ritish Covcrnmcnt" (5). 

At the l)ombay Sess10n (October 1935), theorising about the nature oi the 

nationalist struggle, K.F. Nariman, the famous radical Congressman from [)ombay, 
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declared: 

Those who have read history know that there have always been two wings 
fighting for the country's freedom -- one inside the legislatures and 
the other outside. I fully believe that nothing can be achieved 
within the Council chambers, if nothing is being done outside it (6). 

This basic perception about the ['iational Movement having two wings, each 

playing its role and dialectically supplementing the other, was shared by most / 

of the Non-Constitutionalists. l7 or instance Karnladevi Chattopadhayaya, 

seconding the CSP resolution moved by Narendra !)eva, said: "Friends, don't 

pretend to be an 'orthodox' or a 'no-changer'. All l contend is that a 

parliamentary prograrnrne will have no effect unless linked up with dynamic mass 

action" (7). She called for continuation of Civil Disobedience, as she felt 

that merely entering the councils without any mass activity outside would by 

futile. Her bas1c critique of the council-entry programme was that "they 

(councils) have been played with for too long" (8). 

Most Non-Constitutionalist, barring a few like Nehru, did not have any 

fundamental critique of the par! iarnentary method of struggle. Most did not 

regard the parliamentary method as ideologically incompatible with their own 

notions of struggle. Their criticism of the constitutional method, strictly 

speaking, was situational. Many joined the bandwagon of the 

Non-Constitutionalists, not because of any clear political perspective but 

because of a variety of reasons which included attraction to unorthodox, 

adventurist symbols and a vague, undefined fascination for socialisn1 (9). 

The withdrawal of CDM m May 1934 evoked a rnixed response frorn 

Congressrnen. f\ section of Congressmen protested bitterly against the 

withdrawal. Subhash Bose and Vithalbhai Patel jointly denounced it in a 
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statement from Vienna as "a confession of failure" (10). They asserted that "we 

are clearly of the opinion that Mr. Gandhi as a political leader has failed. 

The time has corne for a radical organisation of the Congress on a new principle 

with a nt:'w lllC'thod, for whih a new leader is essential" (II). 

This clear Jy was a denunciation of the Gandhi an leadership. However, 

the denunciation came as a surprise to many as Vithalbhai was always regarded as 

an avowed Constitutionalist (12), and his overnight conversion to any new 

principle was seen as unlikely, although Bose's vauge, undefined radicalism was 

we-ll-known. Perhaps Vithalbhai Patel's emotional reaction was rooted in the 

politicaliy depressing context of the rout of Civil Disobedience ·-- a situation 

in which symbols of struggle often gam precedence over substance. 

4.3 Nehru and the Radicals 

4.3_._l __ D_u_r_i_n"""'g_l9_3_4_ 

It was Nehru who most vehemently denounced the withdrawal of CDM and the 

revival of the constitutional phase. When moves were afloat during 1933 about 

the possible withdrawal of the Movement, Nehru felt that "withdrawal of Civil 

Disobedience would be a blunder of the first 1nagnitude" (J 3). He felt that the 

fight was "essentially based on IT!ass morale ... the whole basis of our struggle 

has been open defiance m order to inculcate character and backbone in our 

people -- and 111 this we have succeeded to a remarkable extent" (14). He 

justified the existing prograrnme of continuation of Civil Disobedience on the 

ground that it was 11 potentiaJJy dynamic" (15), although he could not spell out 

the basis for his optimism. Nehru felt that symbolically it was necssary to 

continue the Movement, especially in the context of the "great deal of political 

depression in the country at present" ( 16). 



Not only in his private positions but aiso m his public utterances, 

Nehru vigorously attacked all moves towards withdrawal of CDM, as he felt that 

th~y would inevitably lead to "liquidating our pres\nt strength", and "some form 

of com'prornise with E~ritish irnperialism" and a "betrayal to the cause" (17). He 

believed "it scclliS to me to be lolly to expect th~lt a withclr;::twal of CDM will 

give us this opportunity, unless this consolidation means parlour talk and no 

act ion" ( 18). 

This defence of the policy of continuation of Civil Disobedience was 

combined with a virulent attack on constitutionalism as well as on those who 

were sponsormg vanous conferences to press for the revival of the 

par liarnentary programme. Nehru denounced such moves as "harrnful to the country 

and tn the interest of [)ritish Imperialism", and refused to argue with "those 

who can think and act only Jn terms of an impotent constitutionJlism. 

Constitutionalism 1s dead and worms have already been at it and there is going 

to be no rcsurrectio11. Not even the Nc.tt ional Co11gress C:JI1 revive it To 

suggest that the irnpasse should be resolved by an attempt to revive the corpse 

of constitutioil~llisJJl is to 1gnoC' both historic~tl prcc:cc!cnt a11d existing facts' 1 

(]9). !'or l'khru, the only desirable course oJ .::tction was: "C;1rry on the 

struggle for freedom without compromise or going back or faltering!" (20). 

By this per·iod, Nehru had begun to sincerely believe that 

constitutionalism had become historically irrelevant and the era of 

non-constitutional politics had come about as a 'historical inevitability'. "\Ve 

have arrived at a stage when fundamentally our strength remains on the edge of 

illegality and unconstitutionality, and there can be no going back frorn it and 

having arrived at this stage, the only choice that is left to us is either to go 

ahead or withdraw. There is no third way. People delude themselves into 
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suggesting various ways" (21). 

Perhaps r-r1oves to revive the constitutional phase rnay have appeared to 

Nehru as attempts to put the clock back -- something as unimaginable as going 

back to the politics of the pre-Gandhian era. Therefore, when Gandhi finally 

withdrew CDM m May 1934, Nehru's violently emotional reaction was 

understandable. As he wrote to Gandhi: 

I had a sudden and intense feeling that something broke inside me, a 
bond that I valued very greatly had snapped. J felt terribly lonely 
in this wide world. I have always felt a little lonely almost from 
childhood up. But a few bonds stregtened me ... a few strong supports 
held me up. But now I felt absolutely alone, left high and dry on a 
desert island (22). 

ln his violent and perhaps unju~tifiecl attack on the Constitutionalists, 

he continued: 

The lead1ng figures of the Congress suddenly became those people who 
had obstructed us, held us back, kept aloof from the struggle and· even 
cooperated with the opposite party in the time of our direst need ... 

And so the flag of Indian freedom was entrusted with all pomp and 
circun1stance to those who had actually hauled it down at the height of 
our national struggle ... to those who had proclaimed frorn the 
house-tops that they had given up politics (for politics were unsafe 
then), but who emerged with a jump to the front ranks when politics 
became safe (23). 

Talking of the new programme, Nehru wrote: "And what of the ideals they 

set forth before thern speaking as they did on behalf of the Congress and the 

nation? A pitiful hotch-potch, avoiding real is~ues, toning down as far as they 

· dared, even the politica.l objective of the Congres, expressing a tender 

solicitude for every vested interest, bowing down to many a declared enemy of 

freedom. ...Is not the Congress being rapidiy reduced to a magnified edition of 

that shameful spectacle, the Calcutta Corporation" (24). 
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4.3.2 Positions in 19.35 

However, by 1935, Nehru carne round to a more reasonable and moderate 

position in his attitude towards Gandhi and the general Congress policy. His 

disillusionment with Gandhi proved to be transitory and by early 1935, he was 

publicly canvassing support and projecting the image of Gandhi during his 

European sojourn (25). The initial disappointment had g1ven way and Nehru was 

onde a'gain looking forward to Gandhi to come back and provide an active 

leadership to the Congress. ln fact, by mid-1935, Nehru was anx1ous to ensure 

that Gandhi lifts his self-imposed exile from politics and return to the 

Congress to guide its affairs (26). 

Not only this, a new kind of understanding was developing between Nehru 

and Gandhi and by late-1935 Gandhi was writing that Nehru's presidency at the 

forthcorning Lucknow Session of the Congress "is the rightest thing that could 

have happened for the country" (27) and "is enough for rny purpose if you will 

shoulder the burden" (28). 

In v1ew of Nehru's strong views on the constitutional issue anc! his 

staunch opposition to the newly adopted parliamentary programme, a section of 

Congressmen, led by C. Rajagopalachari, strongly protested against the proposal 

to nonrinate Nehru to the Presidentship of the forthcoming Lucknow Session. His 

incompatibility with the existing parliamentary programme, his strong views on 

negotiations and office--acceptance scared many Congressmen who pressurised 

Gandhi to keep Nehru m the background (29). However, these arguements ·had 

little effect on Candhi who insisted on Nehru's nomination to the Congress 

Presidentship. 

Inspite of his consent to become the Congress Pres.ident, Nehru still had 

serwus reservations about Congress policy, especially in view of the impending 
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challenge of the GO! Act of 1935. As he wrote to the Cong~ess President 

Rajendra Prasad: 

l feel that the Congress today is in a state of ideological flux and 
does not quite know its mind. Take the recent AICC meeting in Madras. 
All the major decisions were no decisions at all -- they were merely a 
putting off of the decision or a deliberate balancing on the fence. 
Our policy, all along the time, even mentality, is becoming more and 
rnore of non-action and not-thought ... The dynamic quality seems to 
have disappeared now and we have a lifeless body which neither thinks 
nor acts and over which old incantations are repeated to give it a 
semblance of life (30). 

The 'ideological flux' and 'deliberate balancing on fence' and policy of 

'non-action and non-thought' referred to inability of the Congress leadership to 

evolve a plan of action to combat the GO! Act. 1935. 

4.4 Positions of the Constitutionalists 

Nehru's attacks on the official Congress policy during I 934-35 did not 

go unchallenged. Gi.mdhi, as \Vas typical oJ hi!ll, took responsibility by saying 

that "the present policy of the Congress ts m the main of rny shaping. It is 

not one of driJt. It is founded up on the central idea of consolidating the 

power of the people with a view to peaceful action" (31 ). 

Nehru's attacks on constitutionalism <.tncl his impatience for "action" 

were considerably sobered down on his return to India and as a result of his 

parleys with his colleagues. On the issue of the GO! Act and the revival of 

constitutional struggle, Nehru was politicaliy told that "the difficulties are 



inh
1
erent tn the situation ... it JS not possible to for-ce pac'e or cause wholesale 

change .... ln all big struggles we have to come across such situations and 

ho\vever rn uch we may chafe and ·fume, we have to lie low and work and wait for 

better titTles" (32). 
I 

The positions of the Constitutionalists during 1935 towards the GOI Act 

and the future course of action were surprisingly principled and disarmingly 

realistic. Unfortunately, the only person whose positions are clearly available 

from historical sources is Rajendra Prasad. l)ut he rnay be taken as t·epresenting 

a whole trend of thinking within the Congress. As Rajendra Prasad wrote in 

clear, definite, and unambiguous terms to Dr. M.A. Ansari 111 December 1936: 

I am one of those who believe that a party engaged m a mass 
revolutionary movement should not aq::ept positions of honour, 
responsibility and profit until it has succeeded in capturing power. 
The reasons are that such acceptance creates personal jealousies among 
the workers, raises hopes among the masses which the party is not able 
to fulfill and thus a reaction against it sets in. This has been the 
experience of workers in other countries .which has been confirm:d by 
the very limited experiences we have gained in this country in the 
course of our struggle when we captured municipal and district boards 
and also partly when we have entered legislatures (33). 

The not io11 of i.ICC<'plann' of offices was p0r1 of '' li1rger perspective of 

building and extending hegemony of the National Movement over newer social 

classes and over new regions. The issue of acceptance of offices was perceived 

not in isolation but was seen as involving other issues. This is brought out to 

some extent by Rajendra Prasad's defence against Nehru's allegations that the 

majority of the leadership was obsessed with the prospect of office-acceptance. 
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Rajenclra Prasad wrote to Nehru: 

basis. 

It has been wrongly and unfairly assumed that the Working Committee 
has been thinking of nothing except offices under the New 
Constitution. We have not as a matter of fact given to the matter any 
importance. On the other hand, it is others who have been trying to 
force our hands to come to a decision. 

A.s it strikes me, it is not right to put it as if it were a question 
of acceptance or non--acceptance of offices. So far as I can judge, no 
one wants to accept offices for their own sake. No one wants to work 
the Constitution as the Government would like it to be worked. The 
questions for us are altogether different. What are we to do with 
this Constitution? Are we to ignore it altogether and go our way? Is 
it possible to do so? Are we to capture it and use it as we would 
like to use it and to the extent it lends itself to be used in that 
way? Are we to fight it from within or from without and in what way? 
It is really a question of laying down a positive programme for 
dealing with the situation created by the introduction of this 
Constitution in the light of the circumstances as they exist. It is 
not a question be answered a priori on the basis of pre-conceived 
notions of so-called pro-changer or no:-changer, co-oper a tor or 
obstructionist. ... We have to consider and decide the question 
irrespective of everything except the good of the country and the 
effect of our decision on the great objective we have in view (34). 

Thus the question of office-acceptance was debated not on an apriori 

The question was not· perceived to be significant 1n itself. lt was 

considered as part of a larger perspective of finding ways and rneans of 

cxtend.ing Congrc::;s·s hegcr110ny over i11di<1n civil society. 

It bccOIIICS evident Jrom the wr.i Lings ol lU.tjencJra Prasad that l'~chru was 

wrong in assuming that a section oJ Congrcssrncn h<1d bccornc back-numbers and were 

no longer interested in non-constitutional methods and that their faith 1n 

constitutionalism had become so deep-seated and structured that they were no 

longer interested m mass, radical, popular politics but were merely interested 

in parliamentary rnethods. 
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This is brought out clearly by Rajendr-a Pt·asad, who in 111 his letter to 

Nehru, assured hitn that "I do not believe that <.my OllC has gone back to 

pre-non-cooper at ion tn ental it y. I do not think that we have gone back to 

1923-28. We are in 1928-29 mentality and I have no doubt that better days will 

soon come. We have been carrying on to the best of our lights and ability and 

no one can do more" (35). 

Thus in their own self-perception, the Constitutionlists did not look 

upon the impending period as one leading to cooperation and compromise. This is 

significant, especially in v1ew of the historiographic impression that by the 

mid-l930s, a large section of Congressmen were hankering for ministerial 

authority and were no longer interested in extrCt-constitutional, mass struggles. 

In fact, the Constitutionalists were as anxious as any one else to go in for a 

radical course of action to cornbat the GO! 1'\ct 1935. However, their perceptions 

and understanding were influenced by a number of considerations. These 

considerations (.36), i:o a great extent, decisively influenced the decision Jn 

favour of office-acceptance. 

4.5 Early Organistional Positions 

The debate over the issue of office-acceptance was carried on at vanous 

organisation.al and informal levels and manifested itself in diverse forms. One 

major form was the intense propaganda campaign launched by vanous groups and 

individuals. The Non-Constitutionalists, especiaily Nehru and the CSP, utilised 

a nurnber of ·forums like conferences, study circles, election campaigns, 

speeches, press statements and phamplets to canvass support for their ideas. At 

this level, the Constitutionalists were not very act'ive. Only a few like S. · 

Satyamurthi and K.M. lvlunshi utilized methods comparable to the ones used ,bY the 
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Non-Consti t ut ionaJ i sts. l)arring these and sorne others> the Constitutionalists 

did not employ rnatching propaganda methods. Most ol their work remained 

confined to organisational forurns. This was partly due to the superior 

polemical skills employed by the Non-Constitutionalists and partly due to the 

orthodox style of functioning of the Constitutionalists. 

However, ·within the organisaional frarnework, the Constitutionalists 

showed remarkable skills at mobilising opinion and convincingly putting across 

their ideas to the average, srnall-town and village level political activist. 

They effectively succeeded in dominating vanous organisational forums available 

to them. 

In fact, the issues (and non-issues), tone, scope, and broad parameters 

of the ensuing debate were set out in official cormnunications issued by the top 

leadership. 1\ nurnber of circulars were issued by the Working Committee and the 

Central Parliamentary l3oard to subordinate Cor1gress CO!lllnittccs to obtain their 

opinion and verdict on the issue of office-acceptance. 

ln an /\lCC ['.Jewsletter, signed by J.B. Kriplani, the "fundamental 

objections" to the proposed Constitution were spelled out. Among the major 

objections were the 1oliowing: 

a) The Constitution that is being attempted to be thrust 011 india 
\vas not drawn up by representatives of lndia. 

b) lt gives no control over Army, Navy, Finance and Foreign Affairs, 
which constitute the substance of Swaraj to which the Congress 
is pledged. 



c) The Constitution, as proposed, tends rnore to emhasize and 
perpetuate sectional interests to the deteriment of the 
national interest as a whole. 

d) The scheme is designed to facilitate, perpetuate, and 
consolidate the domination and exploitation of India by 
Britain (37). 

These fundan1ental objections were repeatedly used by local level 

activists in their propaganda against the GOI Act of 1935 during the election 

campaingns of 19 36-37. Much of the arguements against the Act and the Congress' 

position towards it were derived from this document. 

However, the "position paper" which really aimed at discussing the 

various considerations involved m the debate was a note prepared by Congress 

President Pajendra Prasad. Appropriately titled as "Pros and Cons of 

Office-r'\cceptance", the Note aimed at summanstng the varwus considerations 

involved in simple, clear-cut tcrrns. It was widely circuliltecl among local level 

committees to delienate the issues involved and to concretise the debate. 

About the possible disadvantages of office-acceptance and its resultant 

consequences, the note speculated as follows: 
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Is not acceptance likely to have an undesirable ef:fect on the 
mentality and outlook of the country at large and of Congress members 
in particular? Is it not likely to destroy or weaken the mentality of 
resistance and replace it by one of acquienscence? 

Is not acceptance o.f office likely to create expectations in 
the country which the Constitution makes it impossible to fulfill? 

To what extent are we likely to carry out the programme which 
the Congress has from time-to-time laid down? 

What effect 1s acceptance of office likely to have un the 
moral of our workers? If there is risk, should Wl: face it? Is it 
possible to avoid facing it? (38). 



Speculating further :about the eventuality in which offices would not be 

accepted, the Note further discussed: 

Is it possible and desirable to avoid acceptance 
when there are other individuals and parties in the country 
work the Constitution in a way which rnay be detrirnental 
interests of the country; 

of offices 
willing to 
to the best 

Do not people generally expect us to do thern such good as is 
possible through the Constitution?; 

Is not the effect of exercise of power by their 
representatives likely to hearten and encourage them?; 

Is it not possible to strengthen and support the movement for 
freedom and particularly our organisational rnove1nent if we accept 
offices or at any rate shall we not be in a better position to prevent 
rnischief and dernoralisation? (39). 

In any case, the significant point to be noted was the one which related 

to the tirne span of the rninisteries, if offices were to be accepted as well as 

the prograrnrne of action to be adopted during \he period of acceptance: 

Should it 
benefit till a crisis 
be a programme 
opportunity? (40). 

be a programme ai1ning at securing the maximum 
arises HI ordinary and due course or should it 
intended to create a crisis at the ·earliest possible 

The significant points which emerge from the above discussion may be 

surnarised as follows: 

(a)i The issues involved in the debate were perceived with a briliant degree 
I 

of clarity. The questions were faced with an open-ended approach and were 

evaluated on their own merit, keeping 1n view the larger interests of the 

Movement. No abstract notions or theoretical principles were unnecessarily 

invoked. 

(b) Non-acceptance of offices was not perceived as 11 struggle" nor was 

acceptance seen as "compromise" or "betrayal". Both the options were seen as 
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acceptable methods, nor was any sanctity attached to either of them. Neither of 

them were looked upon as sacrosanct. 

(c) Most importantly, implicit in the notion of office-acceptance was the 

conviction shared even by the staunched Constitutionalists that the phase of 

office-acceptance and constitutionalism was to be merely a transitory 

phenomenon. It was generally accepted by everyone that the resignation of 

ministeries was sooner or later inevitable and was to be followed by another 

phase of non-constitutional struggle. 

lf..6 The Lucknow Congress and the Non...:constitutionalists 

By the time the Lucknow Congress met (41), the issues, tone and 

parameters involved in the debate had crystallised. A major part in this 

'official' circulars and crystallisation process was played by the 

communications issued by the top leadership from time--to-time. 

··' 
To thses were added the intense propaganda campaigns carried out by the 

Non-Constitutionalists. Two distinct phases appear in the nature and tone of 

these propaganda campaigns. The first phase was characterised by general 

attacks on the arbitrary nature of the GOI Act. 

on attacking the British Government for 

The focus during this phase was 

forcibly u-nposmg an unwanted 

constitution on the Indian nation which was intended to perpetuate colonial and 

vested interests and which did not recognise the right of sclf-clctcrnlination of 

the Indian people and sought to challenge the hegemony of the National Movement. 

On the positive side, thd propaganda campaign sought to popularise the demand 

for a Constituent Assembly~ 



However, during the second phase, beginning frorn the Lucknow Session, 

the emphasis shifted and narrowed down to the issue of office-acceptance. The 

condemnation of the Act continued with as much vehernance, but now the struggle 

against the Constitutionalists became a more immediate issue. Offices must be 

rejected at all costs became the war-cry of the Non-Constitutionalists. 

This shift m the propaganda edge of the Non-Constitutionalists 

manifested itself at the Lucknow Session of the Congress. At Lucknow, Nehru 

presented the most articulate, consistent, and logically argued case for the 

rejection of offices. Barring the characteristic verboise, Nehru's and the 

Non-Constitutionists positions can be sumrnarised as follows: 

I think that under the circumstances, we have no choice but to 
i 

contest the electwns to the new provincial legislatures We 
sho\Jld seek elections on the basis of a detailed political and 
economic programme, with our demand for a Constituent Assembley in the 
for ef rant (!+ 2). 

One of the principal reasons for our seeking elections will be 
to carry the message of the Congt·ess to the millions of voters and to 
the scores of millions of the dis-franchised, to acquaint them with 
our future programme and policy, to rnake the rnasses realize that we 
not only stand for them but that we are of them and seek to cooperate 
with them in removing their social and economic burdens. Our appeal 
and message rnust not be limited to the voters for we must remember 
that hundreds and thousands are dis-franchised (43). 

During the election campaig11, the recti danger will come frorn 
toning down our programme and policy in order to win the hesitating 
and cornpronllStng groups and inclivicluals. If we cornprornise on 

principles, we shall fall between two stools and deserve our fall 
(44). 

The only solution of our political and communal problems will 
come through ... an Assembly, provided it is elected on an adult 
franchise and a mass basis. That Assembly will not come into 
existence till at least a semi-revolutionary situation has been 
created in this country and actual relationships of power ... are such 
that people of India are able to make their w.ill Jelt. When that will 
happen, 1 cannot say .... The actual details, as to how the Assembly 
is to be convened, must depend on the circumstances then existing and 
need not trouble us now (45). 

When we have survived the elections, what then are we to do? 
Office or no office? 

A secondary matter, perhaps, and yet behind that issue lie 
deep questions of principles and a vital difference of outlook, anrJ a 



decision on that either way, has far-reaching consequences (46). 

To accept office and ministry is to negate our rejection and 
stand self-condemned. National honour and self-respect cannot accept 
this position, for it would mean our cooperation in some measure with 
the rcpressi ve apparatus of imperialism. Of course, we would ·•try to 
champion the rights of the people and would protest against repression 
but as rninisters under the Act, we could do very little to give 
relief, and we would have to share responsibility for adrninistration 
with the apparatus of imperialism, for the deficit budgets, for the 
suppression of labour and the peasantry (lf7). 

The big things for which we stand will fade into the 
background and petty issues will absorb our attention, and we shall 
loose ourselves in com promisees and communal tangles and disillusion 
with us will spread over the land. Offices will not add to our real 
strength, it will only weaken us by making us responsible for many 
things l.'lat we utterly dislike (48). 

Discounting a.ll talk about the possibility of an irnmediate revival of 

Civil Disobedience, Nehru admitted rcalistic .. dly: 

There has been some talk of a militant programme and militant action. 
l do not know what exactly IS meant, but if direct action on a 
national scale and civil disobedience is meant, then l would say that 
I see no near prospect of them. Let us not indulge in tall talk 
before we 0rc ready for action. Our business today rs to put our 
house HI order, to sweep away the ddcatist mentality oJ the people, 
and to build up our organisation with its mass L~ffiliations, as well! 
as to work arnongst the masses .... Civil disobedience ancl the like can 
not be switched on and off when we feel like doing so (49). 

Nehru provided the most coherent, logically worked out and articulately 

stated position on behalf of the Non-Constitutionalists on the Jssue. His 

speech at Lucknow can be taken as representing the essence of the arguements put 

forward by the Non-Constitutionalists. 

Among others who spoke against office-acceptance, no one had anything 

also to say, except reiterate that, "by accepting the ministry, you accept the 



constitution1
' (50). 

iV\.R. Masani oJ CSP argued that the 110tion oJ "utilising" the 

Constitution was wrong. The Act, he said, has been devised by the British to 

"suit its own end any you may not work it for any other purpose" (51). He thus 

challenged the very notion of utilising and instrumentalising the Act and the 

opportunities provided by it to strengthen and galvanize the social support of 

the Congress. However, Masani, like other CSPites, was opposed only to the 

ministries and did not extend his opposition to the idea of the Congress 

participating in the elections. 

One persistent criticism made by all the Non-Constitutionalists was that 

the policy of the Congress of postponing a decision on the issue reflected a 

sign of weakness, depression and lack o( strong leadership and an intrinsic 

desire to take advantage of opportunities and situations. This expediency-based 

policy of the leadership was criticised, especially by Masani: 

My irnagination fails to comprehend what uncertainities there are which 
can possibly justify us in accepting offices. ... The Working 
Cornmittee seems to be like a set of political Micawbers who .like 
Dickens' characters are always 'wanting something to turn up'. They 
resemble Micawber who was always bankrupt and yet always full of 
opportunism (52). 

Not only this, the Constitutionalists were bitterly attacked for their 

"defeatist rnentality" and "political • • 11 peSS!rrl!Sm . "The defeat the last 

Congress fight ahd the depession in the political atmosphere encourage them 

to plunge down the slippery road of constitutionalisrn" (53). 



t~.l Contextual Considerations 

The Constitutionalists nJarshal!ed a nurnbcr of argurncnts in support of 

office-acceptance. In the first place, the rnost important argument was based on 
e 

their' understanding of the current situation of political apathy and depression. 

The Second Civil Disobedience Movement of' 1932-34 had totally demoralized the 

average nationahst activist. The onslaught of repression was so great that 

even as ear.ly as May 1933 Gandhi wanted to withdraw Civil Disobedience, although 

his attempts at negotiation failed and he had to continue the Movement against 

his wishes and eventualy withdraw it unconditionally in May 1934 without any 

workable formula for any kind of constitutional settlement. The moves of a 

section of Congressmen who wanted to revive the parliamentary programme began 

right from 1933 and were guided by these considerations. 

Therefore, the Bombay Congress (1 934) revived the parliamentary 

programme more because of nationulist weakness and severe stiltc repression than 

due to any long-t crrn faith in ronstitution;li politics. Throughout 193'+-35, 

Congress efforts at mass mobilization remained at a low ebb, although the whole 

focus of the Constructive Programme was "consolidation of people's power" and 

not a detour from the "fight for freedom" (54). 

It is not possible to definitely assess the impact of the Constructive 

Programme rn mobilizing mass support for the Congress and strengthening it as an 

organization In the absence of local level studies. But by and large it was 

clear that the possibility of reviving Civil Disobedience was bleak. This fact 

was apparent by the hectic efforts made cluring"late-1 ';)35 and early-1936 to 

reorganize local Congress bodies and the emphasis put on rnass contact and 

agrarian programmes at the Lucknow Session. Even Nehru in his Presidential 



Address at Lucknow conceded that he saw r1o prospect for revival of Civil 

Disobedience in the near future. "Our business", he said, "is to put our house 

in order to sweep away the defeatist mentality of the people, and to build up 

our organization with its mass affiliation. . .. Civil disobedience and the like 

cannot be switched on and off when we feel like doing so" (55). 

Although the members of the CSP and Kisan Sabha activists talked a great 

deal about the need to launch another phase of non-constitutional struggle, 

their view was not shared by the majority of Congressmen who were uncertain 

whether the mass radicalization which had taken place as a result of intense 

leftist activity during mid-1930s could be transformed and sustained into forms 

of non-constitutional struggle. The need for organization--building, enlistment 

of new members, corporate affiliation of peasant and workers' organisations and 

rnass contact clearly reflected the fact that the Congress was still trying to 

extend and consolidate its social support over various social classes as well as 

new regions. 

This inability to transform the "la.tent support of the Congress" (56) 

into forms of non-constitutional struggle during 1936-37 is brought out clearly 

by intelligence reports for the period. The debate on the tssue of 

office-acceptance and future course of action must be viewed in the light of 

these circumstances. The alternatives which were possible for the Congress at 

that point in tirne need to be examined concretely, so also the choices that were 

finally made. 

Unfortunately, the objective limitations of the Congress as an 

organization and the weakness and lirnitations of its s6cial support has not been 

realized or even discussed by any historian. Either the Congress is seen as an 

all-powerful organization which could mobi.lize popular support at any point, tn 



any form, for any programme or it is seen merely as a body of elites which 

instrurnentalized the masses. The actual problems fao:~d by the Congress in 

mobilizing various social classes, enlisting support and other organizatioal 

problems need to be understood and examined more carefully. The debate on 

office-acceptance and future course of action vis-a-vis the GO! Act, 1935 should 

be examined tn the context of the actual choices/options available to the 

Congress in the specific political context. 

4.8 The Constitutionalists Restate Their Case 

This context of political inactivity was emphasised greatly by all those 

who argued for the acceptance of offices. The contingent necessity of promoting 

politics in the context oJ mass inact.ivity provided the basic justification to 

those who favout·eJ office-acceptance. For instance, J.!). Kripalani, speaking in 

favour of office--acceptance at the Luck now Session, argued very convincingly: 

We cannot Jose sight of the fact that we are in the gnp of 
d~1xession. This should not mean we should not do little things 
because at present the sprit of doing great things is not in us. We 
are just like an arrny In barracks. What does such an army do? All . . 
tts activity appears peaceful, tame, ::;ometirne even useless. The 
soldiers dig trenches that they fill up- the next day, they go on big 
marches that go nowhere, they shoot at targets without killing. 

All this to the untrained eye has no value and leads nowhere but to 
the trained military eye, all this drilling, digging, marching and 
shooting, however, apparently useless, is a necessary part of 
preparati011 of war. If this was neglected, no army would be fit to 
fight. Even Jn a revolutionary movement, there may be time of 
comparative depression and inactvity. At such times, whatever 
prograrnmes are devised have necessarily an appearance of reformatory 
acttvity but they are aU a necessary part o[ all revolutionary 
strategy. When actual 'direct action starts, not only will there be no 
talk about ministry but even the councils, as in the past, rnay be 
ernpticd by Congress members (57). 



Here was a briliant theorisation about the strategy of office--acceptance 

which provides fruitful insights about the struggle for hegernony between the 

1 

Colonial State and the National Movement. 

The idea of advocating off ice--acceptance was basically grounded m the 

politics of the period characterized by mass inactivity (58), during which the 

Congress was faced w1th the challenge of the strategy of cooption of the 

Colonial State, i.e., the COl Act, 1935. 

The Constitutionalists looked upon the question of office-acceptance 

essent iaJJ y as cUl 1ssue of st1·ategy and not involving any fundamental 

principles. They sharply discounted and attacked the Non--Constitutionalists for 

confusing the 1ssue and involving in it a whole range of other questions and 

sought to delink the issues of ofJice-acceptance and socialism. Thus, Tenneti 

Vishwanathan, AICC delegate from Andhra, said: "To rny socialist comrades, 

would say, capture or rejection of office is not a matter of socialism, would 

ask thern to realize that it JS a rnatter of strategy" (59). This view and 

priority about the Jssue was unanirnously shared by all those who advocated 

off ice-acceptance. For instance, Hari Kr.ishan fvlohanti, a Congress worker, in a 

letter to the Congress President argued: "Entry into councils or an attempt to 

work them JS not an end in itself. lf there is a better and rnore useful 

programme beJore the nation, and if people's enthusiasrn can be worked on such 

programmes, the councils would then naturally fall into the background" (60). 

Similarly, the question was forrnulutcd cUHI posed csscnlially us a matter 

of strategy by the leadership when local Congress bodies were asked to give 
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their opinwn on the issue (61)" The Constitutionalists in their reply to the 

polemics of the Non-Constitutionalists consistently argued that the ma ·ter 

should be decided essentially on grounds of strategy and not on the basis of 

abstract notions" As Rajendra Prasad put it mildly to Nehru: "It is not a· 

question to be answered a prwr1 on the basis of pre-conceived notions of 

so-called pro--changers or no changers, co-operators or obstructionists" (62). 

Unfortunately, this clarity was not shared by the Non-Constitutionalists 

who looked upon the issue from a totally different point of view. 1\Jehru, for 

instance, stroungly felt that "Behind this issue lie deep questions of principle 

and vi tal differences about outlook and a decision on that either way has 

far-reaching consequences. Behind it lies, somewhat hidden, a question oL 

independence and whether we seek revolutionary changes m India or are we 

working for petty reforms under the aegis of British Imperialism. We go back 

again in thought about the clash of ideas which preceedcd the changes m the 

Congress m J 920. We made a choice then and discarded the old, sterile creed of 

reformism. /\rP we to go back again to that blind and suffocating Jane after all 

tMese years of brave endeavour ... that is the issue and let none of us forget 

it that we have to give our decision" (63). 

The Non-Constitutionalists sincerely believed that constitutionalism as 

a historical force was dead and any kind of advance which had to be made in the 

struggle had to be through extra-constitutional, coercive methods, involving 

direct action by the masses. The .AICSP was organised, anwng other principles, 

on the article of faith that any forrn of negotiation and all constitutional 
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methods had to be avoided at all times (61+). Therefore, the question of 

office-acceptance was seen by all Non-Constitutionalists as an atternpt to put 

the clock back by relying too heavily on constitutional methods. The 

Non-Constitutionalists sincerely blieved that a stage had been reached when only 

non-constitutionalist methods would succeed or should be employed against the 

Colonial State. Not only this, constant apprehensions were expressed by th'e 

Non-Constitutionalists about the possibility of co-option, de-radicalization of 

social support, organizational corruption and the inability of the Congress to 

fulfil its election manifesto and ultimately the resultant loss of hegemony 

(65). 

As far as the apprehension of 'co-option was concerned, the 

Constitutionalists confidently rebutted the charge. As Vishwanathan 

reiterated: 

'lltc )~·cat Dchntc 

There is no office and there is no accepatnce. What lies behind this 
so--called idea of office-acceptance by the Congress is altogether 
different from acceptance by the non-Congressmen. There is nothing 
for the Government to give and the Congress to accept. Just as you 
fight every inch of your battle in the legislatures, so also you 
capture the ministries if you are not yielding to 
constitutionalism by driving your opponents from the legislatures, you 
are no more yielding to constitutionalism, or lowering the flag of the 
Congress by driving your enemies from the strategic positions of the 
ministers. Do not look upon ministries as offces but as centres and 
fortresses from where British imperialism is radiated. 

am not ont: of those who believe that the idea of reformism or 
constitutionalism has come to take hold in the Congress .... The idea 
of revolution came into the Congress full fifteen years ago. Day 
after day it is increasing. The councils cannot lead us to 
constitutionalism, for we are not babies, we will lead the councils 
and let1d them for revolutions (66). 



This not only reflects the self-confidence of individual Congressmen but 

also the belief in the hegemony of the Congress over lnclian civil society as 

well as the strength of this hegemony. The fact that the National Movement had 

con1e to acqu1re a hegernonic position by the 1930s, so much so that it could take 

calculated risf-:s about co-option by ter11porarily accepting constitutional 

processes is significant. In fact, this confidence was shared by all 

Constitutionalists as well as by Gandhi. However, the Non-Constitutionalists 

were ill-at-ease and were apprehensive of the political opinions of people like 

Satyamurthi 

comprorn ises. 

who, they believed, were keen to work out constitutional 

Once the process of electioneering started with its resultant mass 

activity m which the Non-Constituionalists played a crucial role, these 

apprehensions soon gave way and no charges about co-option were made any 

longer. 

Lastly, the argurnent \Vhich was used most convincingly by the 

Constitutionalists in support of office-acceptance related to the need to 

exclude and prevent reactionaries from coming to power. "We do not want our 

enemies to occupy those places and use rifles against our men" (67). An 

overwhelming rnajority of Congressmen felt that pro-imperialist and communal 

elements will use the ministries to undermine the Congress and the 

demoralization among nationalists will be further intensified (68). This view 

was shared by an overwhelming rnaJorty of PCC' s and other local Congress 

committees which gave their verdict in favour oJ office-acceptance (69). 

Lastly, all those who advocated office-acceptance had the final 
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trump-card when they challenged the Non-Constitutionalists to come up with an 

alternate programme of action. The Non-Constitutionalists were consistently 

accused of vague talk about creating a Constituent /\ssembly. As Satyamurthi 

proclaimed at Lucknow: "There is no immediate alternative programme before the 

country and I challenge the socialists to place a programnw before the country" 

(70). In fact, throughout the period, one of the rnain plank of Satyalriurthi's 

campaign was that there was no alternative to office-acceptance. He consitent!y 

ar·gued that there was no alternative to office-acceptance. He consistently 

argued that "it is for those who say that we must not accept ministership to 

show the way thereby the struggle for swaraj will be intensified" (71). This 

plight of the Non-Constitutionalists was consistently exposed by leading 

Congressmen throughout the period. As H.K.Mohani, a Congress worker, wrote: 

The socialists have not put before the nation a cut and dried scheme 
of action. At present what they say has a negative colour which will 
prehaps have a positive action m future. Their ideology _ and 
philosophy smacks · of nebulousness and though impatient, selfless and 
reckless rninds are attracted by their augmentation, they have not yet 
anything convincing to offer. 

As long as, therefore, a more heroic and rnore attractive programme 
from the point of view of inciting the masses is not before us, the 
councils which form a normal activity of the state will have to be 
dealt with for what they are worth, wi.th a view to find a better 
substitute is its place (72). 

4.9 "lhe Issue Is Clinched 

Hav1ng taken into account all thses arguments for and against 

office-acceptance as well as the assumptions which lie behind thern, it is 

necessary to b1·icfly recapitulate the exact process which fi11J.lly lead to 

office-acceptance Jrl July J 937. 



Inspite of the efforts of Non--Constitutionalists to clinch the issue at 

the Lucknow session itself, the Constitutionalists were successful in deferring 

a decision on the issue. The official Congress statement which was passed by 

487 to 225 votes in the A!CC postponed a decision on the issue (73). This was 

resented by the Non-Constitutionalists strongly (74 ). However, the 

Constitutionalists were able to succeed in their tactics and rnany delegates 

seemed convinced by Satyamurthi's plea: "You are asked to suspend your judgement 

until you are m a better position to judge ... correct judgement is far rnore 

better than premature judgement" (sic) (7 5). 

Once it was decided not to clinch the issue until the results of the 

i / 

election carne, the Constitutionalists were in a definite position of advantage. 

This was because the focus soon shifted to the elections which restricted, to a 

great extent, the propaganda against office-acceptance and directed the energies 

of the Non-Constitutionalists more to electioneering. 

The election campaign initiated hectic activ~ty and Nehru personally 

travelled about 50,000 miles m the course of one month and, according to his 

own estimate, his meetings were attended by roughly more than 10 million people 

(76). 

The election campatgns generated a great deal of mass enthusiasm and 

gave an opportunity to the Non-Constitutionalists to propagate their ideas. The 

Non_:_Constitutionalists were not only active panicipants but also tried to get 

as many nominations as they could to the assemblies (77). Sahajli:lnand Saraswati 

organized efforts to garn as many nominations as possibl~ for the Kisan 

Sabhaites and c:allecl upon all Kisan Sabha act.ivists to participate more 

vigorously in the election to Congress committees (78). 



Official reports about leftist activity during the elections reported 

that the Leftists were rnore interested m preaching propaganda against the 

Constitution. In fact, the whole election carr1paign was conducted by Nehru on 

larger politic! issues (79). Herbert Emerson, Governor of Punjab, wrote to 

Linlithgow that Nehru "is less concerned with the success of the Congress 

candidates at the polls then with the opportunity which the elections afford of 

propagating seditious ideas and preaching the programme of independence" (80). 

The popularity of Gandhi was brought out clearly at the elections so much 

so that many people regarded "the ballot boxes as a letter-box for Gandhi and 

smuggled in petitions addressed to, him with their voting papers" (81). This was 

inSj)ite of the fact that Gandhi did not attend a si11g!e election meeting and his 

total contribution to the campaign was merely an ::1ppeal to the electorate asking 

for their support to reject the Constitution (82). 

While the election campaign gave a substantial boost to the 

Non-Constitutionalists' popularity and proviclccl lhc111 considerable opportunity to 

propagate their oppostion to the i\ct and to o If icc-acceptance, the 

Consi tutionalists were rnore successful in galvanizing support within the 

organization. The efforts of the Non-Constitutionalists continued at var10us 

levels. i\ number of political conferences were organized to rnobilize opinion 

against office-acceptance (83). i\n· Anti-Constitution Conference of Congressmen 

was held in March at Bombay which declared that "acceptance of offices for 

whatever purposes amounted to working the reforrns and co-operation with the 

government" (84). This was followed by the celebration of Anti-Ministry Day at 

Karachi ·where at large public meetings it was declared th<J.t office-acceptance 

would prove disasti ous Jor Congress and for Jreeclom. The support of the 

All-India Kisan Sabha \Vas also enlisted which prepared a manifesto elaborating 

the agrarian demands. The f\l KS ManiJesto considerably influence! the /-\grarian 
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Programme which was adopted by the Congress at Faizpur and was substantially 

incorporated in the t.:lection Manifesto of the COilgrcss (iD). 

These activilies continued UH·oughout 1936 ;.md rr~<.tinly lite CSP-itcs 

continued to orgamze conference and meetings against office-acceptance. ln 

Novernber 19 36, AICSP gave a call for a nation-wide hartal on i\pril l, 1937, when 

the new Constitution was to be introduced and made considerable preparations for 

it. Similarly, t~e AlKS in its annual session, which was held in the Subjects 

Committee of the Congress just before the Faizpur Session, passed a resolution 

urging "upon the lNC, the imperative need of an unequivocal declaration at the 

Faizpur Session to the effect that the Congress representatives m the 

legislature will not become powers of imperialism by accepting office under the 

New Constitution" (8C.). The session was attended among others by Nehru, M.N. 

Roy, Narendra Dev, Jayaprakash Narayan, S.A. l)angc, Sahajanand S.1raswati, M.R. 

Masani, Yusu.f Meher /\li and Shanker Dev. 

Once the election results were dccl<-lrcd, it lwcarnc irnpcr;ttivc th.Jt a 

decision be taken on the issue of offices. [jy this time, the opinions of 

subordinate cornrnittees, including a majority oJ PCCs, had becorr1c av<:1ilable. The 

verdict was overwhelmingly 1n favour of office-acceptance. by mid-t\pril 1937, 
'· 

out of 18 PCCs whose opinions had been ascertained, only Jive had voted against 

acceptance of offices (87). 

The Constitutionaiists were immensely successful through their superwr 

organisational skills as well as their convincing arguernents in mustering 

opwnwn in favour of ministry-formation. The Non--Constitut.ionalists hpd no 

choice but to acquise under the massive popular pressure on the Congress to forrn 

ministries once the election l·esuits were declared. 



However, once a decision was taken to accept offices, it was decided to 

hasten slowly by engaging in a long and uncertain dia1ouge with the Governors 

over the question of special powers. This tactic, . it has been suggested (83), 

was a sop to the Non-Constitutionalists and, at the sarne tirne, was an attempt to 

off-set the impression that the Congress was "capitulating" from its earlier 

position of rejection of the GO! Act. 
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PERCEPTIONS 



CHAPTER 5 

EARLY PERCEPTIONS 

(I) 

Implicit 1n the notion of office-acceptance was the basic assumption 
' 

that offices would be utilized fo promoting mass contact, organisational 

strengthening and setting up of committees at the village level. One of the 

most fundamental assumptions which went into the strategy of office-acceptance 

was that the two forms of struggle would be co-ordinated at all levels. Mass 

activity, popular mobilization and organisational work were seen as essential 

and desirable features of the ensuing phase of ministry-rnaking. Even the most 

orthodox Constitutionalist within the Congress conceded that legislatures and 

ministries were not end in themselves; that they had to be 11 ut.il.ized'' for 

translating the popular nationalist sentirnent into organis<.'ltional terms; that 

entering legislatures and forming ministries did not' irnply suspension of other 

forms of struggle. 

However, the forms which political activity outside the legislatures 

should take, the nature and depth of mass mobilization which should be attempted 

and the 1ssues and priorities which should be taken up were issues over which 

there was lack of clarity ancl considerable divergence of views. 

immediately after the declaration of election results, the Congress 

Working Committee ca1Jed upon all subordinate bodies to greatly emphasise 

extra-padiamentary struggle: 

In view of the great awakening of the masses during the election 



campaigns, the we wishes to impress upon all provincial and local 
bodies the necessity of increasing association with the masses 
The committees and organisations that were built up must be kept 
functioning and converted into local branches of the Congress so that 
committees exist in as large a nurnber of villages as possible (1). 

This policy of erTlphasizing "extra-parliamentary activity" was endorsed 

formally by the AICC m its 17 March 19 37 meeting (2). While permitting 

office-acceptance, the AICC declared that the Congress policy "must inevitably 

lead to deadlock with the British Government and bring out still further the 

inherent antagonism between British Imperialism and Indlan Nationalism, and 

' 
expose the autocratic and undemocratic nature of the new Constitution" (3). 

Local Congress bodies were directed that "all effective work m the 

legislatures must have the sanction of the people behind it and, therefore, must 

be co-ordinated with Congress activities outside. Every Congress member must, 

therefore, keep m constant touch with the peop.le and shall consult them and 

report to them from time-to-time" (4). 

Not 
I 

only in resolutions and public pronouncernents but also in circulars 

and directives to local bodies, it was underscored that extra-parliamentary 

activities and mass mobilization should be given the utmost attention. Writing 

to PCCs, Nehru observed that "the elections have taught us afresh the old lesson 

that our strength cernes frorn the masses and mass-organizations and the facing of 

problems affecting the mases" (5). 

Throughout 1937, it was emphasised by the top leadership that "work 

outside the legislatures" was the "major occupation of the Congress" and "the 

two forms of activity must be co-ordinated together and the masses should be 
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kept in touch with whatever we do and consulted about it. The initiative must 

come from the masses" (6). 

The Congress Socialists looked upon the ministries as "a detachn1ent of 

our army fighting on the constitutional front. They must maintain and 

strengthen their organic contact with the Congress organisations and workers and 

the latter must, in their turn, strengthen their roots in the masses .... the 
I 

movement of masses alone can provide such intimate contacts" (7). 

/ 
The CSP, although opposed to office--acceptance, lent its critical 

support to the rninistries once it was decided to accept office. The objective 

of the Congress 5 the CSP believed, should be "to use them (ministries) for 

revolutionary ends, that activities in them should only be a reflection of the 

struggle of the rn.Jsscs outside11 (8). 

The need to create a "psychology of struggle among the people "was 

repeatedly emphasized by the Congress Socialists (9). The task of the Congress 

ministries, Jayaprakash Narayan, General Secretary of AICSP believed, "is to 

create a parallel rnachinary to the administrative machinery set up by 

Imperialism The creation of a parailel authority ... is essential if the 

declaration of the convening of the Constituent Assembly ... is to be brought 

into practice11 (l 0}. The top leadership of the Congress was called upon to 

ensure that "the ministerial activities directly and unerringly further these 

objectives ..•. The Congress Covernments should be utilized as a lever to 

strengthen our organisation and develop the parallel authority of the Congress" 

( 11 ). 

Similar Jy, l.). Y. Deshpande, a socialist from !Vlaharashtra, believed that 

the Congress must work "with the sole intention of transforming its political 
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force into political power" (12). 

The CSP believed that there was a need to "radicalize" through pressure 

"the par liarnentary programme". The par! iamentary programme, the Congress 

Socialists laid down, should be governed by the following objectives: 

a) To utilise the legislatures to voice uncompromisingly the peoples' 
aspirations and demands, as out! ined in the elect ion programme, 
irrespective of the question of voting success or defeat and 
thus delibrately widen the breach between the genuine peoples' 
representatives and others with a view to expose the latter's 
reactionary character; and further 

b) to clarify the conflict between the people and the government 
by cornpelling the latter to resort to ordinance rule, especia.lly 
in matters closely connected with the economic and political 
dernands of the people (13). 

The Congress Socialists believed that "greatest vigil is now necessary" 

to ensure that "the combative part of the Congress programme is not allowed to 

become a dead letter" (14). "The urgent work before all soldiers of freedom is 

to arouse mass struggle and mass energy. With redoubled zest, we must · throw 

ourselves tn the work of organisation of masses und constantly strive to bring 

mass pressure 011 the Congress govermncnts" (I)). 

Writing about the policy of the Congress immediately after the formation 

of ministries, Pattabhi Sitarammaya writes that the objective was that "the 

Congress should be able to plapt a committee in every village and any village 

which is without a cotntnittc·c rnt!St be rcg;1rdccl ;1s a viliJ.gC' without a temple" 

(16). 

The Congress strategy during this period, as can be seen, was not based 

on choosing one form of struggle to the exclusion of the other but on the basic 

question of deciding "whether they are properly co-ordinated to each other and 

proportionately co-related to the total and final object that the Congress has 

in viewn (17). 



In pursuance of this policy, the Congress' efforts at mass mobilization 

and combination oJ legislative and extra-parliamentary forms of struggle were 

erninently successful. The formation of ministries during July-August 1937 led 

to a wave of mass enthusiasm which reflected itself in various forms. One major 

form of mass activity which was reported to be w i'despread was the setting up of 

parallel organs of authority under the leadership of local Congress cornmittes 

(18). This form of activity was widespread all over the U.P. during the 

latter-half of 19 37, as is brought out by Intelligence Reports for the period 

(19). 

The widespread nature and extent of mass mobilization which took place 

in the wake of assumption of offices by the Congress and the co-ordination of 

two forms of struggle has been brought out by Vishalakshi Menon in her study of 

mass mobilization in the U.P. (20). 

The fact that these forrns of non-constitutional o.ctivitics were fairly 

widespread IS brougl1t out by the liltelligcncc l{cports tilclnsclvc:,. l!owcvcr, what 

was more significcutt about such activity w0s the involvement of important 

Congress functionaries and legislatures. The organizational irnetus to such 

i:!Ctivity was provided by local Congress colnmittecs. 

This co-ordination of non-constitutional forms of struggle with activity 

m the iegislaturc was viewed with gre<:tt alann by colonial policy--makers. Harry 

Haig, Governor of U.P., formally lodged a complaint to G.B. Pant, the Congress 

Premier (21). However, Pant's attitude was reported to the Viceroy by Haig as 

"most unsatisfactory" (22). l)y Jatc-1937) th(' s:tuiltion h<1d become most 

alarming for colonial policy-rnakers, specially Lin!i.thgow who viewed it with 

"considerable uneasiness of mind" (23). However, 1--laig, advising caution to 

Linlithgow, pleaded for a more cautious policy of wa1t and watch. As he 
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telegraphed to Linlithgow: 

lt would be a calamity if instead of a struggle between Right and 
Left, arising inevitably from their own policy and likely to have 
far-reaching effects, we substitute a struggle between the Government 
and the Congress ... at a time when we should certainly be la:nded in 
an no-rent campaign. We have got to realize that with a situation of 
this kind, at some point, conditions of disorder would arise that 
could not be tolerated .... We should wait as long as it is possible 
without running the risk of complete collapse We must allow a 
left--wing administration to discredit itself as much as possible and 
prove unmistakably its dangers and disadvantages (24). 

(II) 

The immense increase In the prestige of the Congress irmnediately after 

the formation of ministries (2 .5) depended a great deal on its ability to 

successfully co--ordinate the two forms of struggle. With the formation of the 

ministries, the Congress had an cxcllcnt opportunity of ck.·,nonstrating in no 

UI1Ccrtuin terms its ll<'gcmony not oniy on civil society but ;IIso 011 institlitions 

of state po\ver. 

At this point, it would be interesting to study the early perceptions of 

nationalist leadership about the initial impact of o1Jice-acceptancc. 

It is well-kno'vvn that throughout 1936, Gandhi had clelibrately adopted an 

ambivalent position on the question of offices. Even upto March 193 7, Nehru one 

of the closest associates of Gandhi, was optimistic that the Congress under the 

. guidance of Gandhi would reject offices (26). In fact, throughout late-1936 and 

early--! 937, Nehru was looking Jorward to Candhi lor support against 

office-acceptance. i'>ut Gandhi's policy was to wait and w;:1tch'. 

Even during early-! 937, Gandhi refused to adopt any clear-cut position 
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but eventually found the Constitutionalists arguments and line of action more 

convincing. l)ut his support to office-acceptance was never whole-hearted. 

How~ver, once it was decided to form rninistries, Gandhi began to play a more 

direct, public role in conducting the long and uncertain negotiations about 

assurances relating to special powers. 

Once the ministries were formed and after watching the immense increase 

in Congress' prestige as result of the co-ordination of the two forrns of 

struggle, Gandhi's doubts about office-acceptance began to subdue. By August 

1 937, Gandhi began to view his self-appointed role in the Congress as "confined 

to tendering adv1ce on the issues involved in office-acceptance and on the 

policies to be pursued 111 the persecution of our march to the goal of Complete 

Independence" (27). 

Gandhi's arnbiva!C"ncz-:· about the strategy of officc-Jcceptance began to 

diminish steadly. In fact, it seems that Gandhi was irnmensely pleased by the 

strength offices generated and his general attitude towards the strategy became 

very optimistic !3y November 1937, Gandhi was describing himself "as a or the 

prime mover in the direction of office-acceptance 11 (28). 

This transformation from scepticism to resignation to reJOice can be 

traced in Nehru's perceptions also. Throughout 1935 and !936, Nehru's one-point 

prograrnme had been to get the Congress to reject office:>. Even during 

early-1937, Nehru was committed to "prevent the Congress frolfl cornrnitting itself 



to the retrogate and dangerous step of acceptance of office" (29). 

However, this scepticis1n soon gave way to rejoice and by October 1937 

Nehru could feel that "the country is pulsating with a new life and a new 

vision" (30). In his public and private pronouncements, he repeatedly referred 

to the ''rernarkable change" that has been brought about Jn peoples' minds by the 

acceptance of offices by the Congress (3l). 

Thus the autumn months of 1937 provided a new hope for C,andhi, This 

hope was based on the new situation that had come about as a r·esult of the 

co-ordination of two forms of activities. ln fact, Gandhi continued to 

encourage Nehru and even made conscious efforts to convey to the Viceroy that 

office-acceptance did not mean that his honeymoon with the 

Non-Constitutionalists was over and that he had finally thrown in his lot with 

the Constitutionalists (32). In fact, he continued to promote Nehru and 

consistently denied that differences between the two were widening. 

In fact, by Haripura Gandhi's optimism had reached its high-watcr-rnark. 

;\s he hi rnse!f \Vrotc: 

The conclusion l have arrived at after Haripura is that, if matters 
are as w·e see them, despite all our failings, we may be able to see 
Purna Swaraj within my life-tirne. If we can accomplish our task 
intelligently, the British will have to admit defeat at our hands. 
There will be only one power in lndia with whon1 they can discuss 
matters, and that power will be the Congress. There will be nothing 
left for them .... J felt that we could accomplish whatever we wanted 
in a year and that we had developed the strength for it (33). 

However, as we shall see subsequently what follow·ecJ for Gandhi after 

Haripura 'Nas an anti-climax ... 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE HACKLA5mll 

6.1 Overview 

The forn1ation of ministries by the Congress substantially altered the 

social configuration of the National Movernent. On the one hand, it led to 

mass1ve mass rnobilization which immensely heightened the prestige of the 

Congress and created a popular imagery that a real shift had taken place in the 

power relationship between British Imperialim and Indian Nationalism and that 

the Congress r<:>prcsented a new politicai order m which rural grievances 

relating to land, credit and market would soon be resolved tn favour of the 

peasant. 

011 the uthct- l«:u1d, oJfice-d.cccplancc unleashed social forces which the 

Congress as d 1novcmcnt found diHicult to cope with. The backlash to the 

Co11gress 111inisrrics threatened to seriously undNminc nationalist hegemony and 

decisively influenced the perceptions of the leadership on the desirability of 

.pffices and future course of politics. 

In this Chapter, an attempt has been rnade to firstly docurnent and 

analyse the apprehensions of aJ I those who were opposed to offices about what 

the backlash to the Congress might lead to. This is followed by a survey of 

certain new political trends which emerged during this period and challenged 

Congress' hegemony and successfully exposed the limitations and weaknesses of 

the National f\!iovement. Later it will be argued that these forces, which were 

mainly represented by the Muslim League, the l<isan Sabha activitists of l:)ihar, 

and industrial unrest, decisively influenced the pcrcC'ptions of the nationalist 
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leadership about the strength/wcdkncsscs o I tl1c Congress. 

6.2 EarJy Apprehensions 
-------~--·- --------·-· 

Although the Non-Constitutionalists had to concede defeat over the issue 

of offices, they neverthe.less voiced their apprehensions about the dangers 

involved in the strategy of ministry-formation. It was Nehru who had first 

warned at the Lucknow Session itself that "the big things for which we stand 

will fade into background and petty .issues will absorb our attention a.nd we 

shall loose ourselves in cornpromises and cornrnunal tangles, and disillusion with 

us will spread all over the land. Offices will not add to our real strength, it 

will only weaken us by making us responsible for many things that we utterly 

dislike" (1). 

The Congress Socialists also declared that "the most disturbing effect 

of officc--acc:cpLlllCC will be to cknnpcn ihc Congt-('SS powder" (2). lt was feared 

that "in the ethos that must inevitably arise with the acceptance of offices, 

the emphasis is likely to fall increasingly on the constructive rather than 

the 'cornbatative' part of the Congress programme" (3). 

It wa:-; lt.tillCntcd thJt, "with the acn:ptancc of offices, Congress 

activities are bound to be for a certain time refracted through the prism of 

parliarnentarianJsrn" (4). Congressmen were warned that "the greatest peril lies 

m the puJI the parliamentary wmg exercises on it" (5). The prograrnme of 

council-entry and ministry-making, it was declared, "is not a tonic to mass 

action but is anesthetic to ... an upheaval" (6). 

It was declared that "we are fast heading towards political bankruptcy 

and liquidation of our past achievements" (7) and alleged that "the Congress 



sail is being filled with reformist wind" (8). The Congress rninisters were 

criticised as they "are keer1 to prove tllu.t they can govern the country 'weir" 

(9) and were denounced for adopting an approach which "is fast becoming that of 

co-operation with the government" (10). 

These early apprehensions about the ministries and the resuit 

off ice-acceptance was likely to have were significant pointers to the 

leadership. However, they were not based on a comprehensive understanding of 

the fast-changing political situation. For i·nstance, those who harboured 

apprehensions about what office-aceptance might lead to never fully realized how 

the forrnation of Congress mmJstrJes could radically transform the communal 

reality until they were suddenly faced with the Pakistan l\csolution. Nor did 

they, for that rr1atter, realize how the emergence of a left-wing opposition to 

the Congress rninistries in the form of l<isan .Sabha and working class upsurge, 

could expose the limits and weaknesses of the National Movement. 

6.3 Communal Backlash 

6.3.1 

lt was a long-term policy of the British to encourage, foster and 

utili(-e communal politics to undermine the hegemony of the National Movement 

(1 l). This policy o:f using comrnunalisrn as a. counter-poise to the Congress can 

be traced right from the J 880s. However, during the late J 930s, cornrnunalism 

became a basic bulwark of Hritish policy, as the social base of the British, 
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i.e. the zamindars and the princes, was effectively undermined due to the social 
\ 

\ 

.force:~; ~~ner'-ltc'd by the NL1tionL.tl Movement. !11 fact, the rnost striking feature 
'; 

of the 1937 elections, according to British officials, was the inability of the 
I 

Government to find a reliable ally who could challenge the Congress w.ith some 

measure of credibility. As far as zamindars and other elements were concern~d, 

they were singularly unable to mobilize themselves against the Congress with any 

degree of success (12). A case in point is the' Na tiona! Agriculturist Party in 

U.P~ which was: patronised by landed and communal elements but which, in spite of 

substantial resources and considerable governmental patronage, failed to make a 

headway against the Congress. Therefore, it had becorne plain to colonial 

policy-makers that the princes and the landlot·ds could be utilised for denying 

nationalist hegemony only in "high politic" Round Table Conferences, but when it 
I 

carne to electoral politics, popular legislatures and nationalist ministries, 

what was needed was an altogether different strategy. 

This alternate strategy, of course, was increasing dependence on 

communalism, not a.s an explicit ally but as effective counter-po.ise against the 

Congress. This increasing dependence on communalism was to some extent 

inevitable, given the structure of politics of the Colonial State. The Colonial 

State was an intended replica of the British capitalist state, with its classic 

function of mediating between different conflicting interest groups. Wh.ile it 

continued to perform this mediatory role in order to maintain its semi-hegemonic 

character of being "above the struggle", its feudal social base was effectively 

undermined by the social forces generated by the National Movement. Hence the 

need for allies against the Congress became a contingent i111pcrative, especJa!ly 

in the context oJ Provincial Autonomy and the War. And the rnost effective and 

willing bed-fellow proved to be communalism. It ·is in this context that the 

foLlowing views of Churchill are understandable: 



I think the main difference between you and me is that you consider a 
united all-India an end desirable in itself, whereas 1 regard it as an 
abstraction which in so far as it becomes real will. be fundamentally 
injurious to British interes~s. I look upon India as on the same 
scale as Europe with all its divisions and counter-poises and upon the 
British function being to ·preserve the bal'jtnce between these great 
masses, and thus maintain our control for our advantage and their 
salvation. Following this line of thought, I should regard to like t.o 
see the Moslems of the North joining together as a counter-check upon 
the anti-l3ritish tendencies of the Congress l am not at all 
attracted by the prospect of one united India which will show us the 
door. We might not be able to prevent it, but that we should devote 
our best efforts to producing it, JS to my mind distressing and 
repugnant to the last degree. 

Of course, rny ideal 1s narrow and lirnited. I want to see the British 
empire preserved for a few more generations in all its strength and 
splendour. Only the most prodigious exertions of British genius will 
achieve this ( 13). 

As far as the nature of communal politics in mid-1930s is concerned, the 

All-India MuslirTl League was organised on the politics o:f promoting the interests 

of the MuslirllS. It championed the rights of minorities; however, it never 

arrogated itself to the position o:f claiming to be the sole representative of 

the Muslims; nor did it seriously question the Congress' claim of representing 

all Indian interests. Jt essentially, in the words of Jinnah, "consisted mainly 

of big landlords, title-holders and selfish people who looked to their class and 

per·sonal interests more than to communal and national interests and who had 

alv-.:ays been ready to sacrifice them to suit i)ritish policies" (14). 

f\s far as the Congress, position among the Nluslirns was concerned, it had 

always been critical. /\t the provincial and grass-roots level, barring the 

NWl::P, the Congress hardly had any Muslim leadership. In fact, the Muslin·1s 1n 

the Congress leadc·rship at all levels consisted only of a few prominent leaders. 

This was symptomatic of the aloofness of the Muslims from the pale of Congress 

politics. 



6.3.2 Muslim League and the Congress Ministries 

Given this long-term trend, it was not surprismg that the Congress 

fared badly in the Muslim constituencies in the 1937 elections. Out of the 482 

separate Muslim seats, the Congress contested only 58 and could win only 26 

(15). 1-!owever, the only redeeming feature for the Congress was that its 

principal opponent, the League, also did not do particularly well. lt could 

bare.ly win 109 seats out of the 482 seats allotted to the Muslirns, securing only 

.4.8 percent of the total Muslim votes. It did not w1n a majority of seats in 

any of the Muslim-majority provmces. In the legislatures of three 

Hindu-majority provinces (Bihar, Orissa and Central Provinces), there was not a 

singie Muslim League member. In other four Hindu-·rnajority provinces (Assam, 

U.P., Bombay and Madras), Muslim League members were in such a minority that 

they could be ignored by the Congress in the formation of ministries. In the 

Muslim-majority provinces of Bengai and Punjab, the League's performance was far 

below the expectation of .its leaders (J 6). 

These were the gloomy prospects that confronted Jinnah. Possibilities 

of coalition ministries were explored in Bombay and the U.P. where the Muslim 

League was able to emerge as a sizeable opposition. However, the Leagues' 

overtures were arrogantly rebuffed by the Congress (17). 

The events of 1937 shocked Jinnah as "he was faced with the stark fact 

that his party scarcely figured on the political map of India under the new 

constitution. While Gandhi, Nehru and other Congress leaders could guide and 

control six (and later eight) provincial ministries, there was not one ministry 

which he could call his own or in the formation of which he had a say" ( 18). 

It has been suggested that the whole basis of Jinnah's politics of the 



last 20 years, 1.e. that an ultimate and amicable solution to the communal 
) 

problem was possible thrbugh constitutional means, was shattered for ever. He 

came to realize that new methods, strategies and propaganda styles will have to 

be evolved to strengthen the Muslim League. And the politics of ministry~making 

provided a fertile ground to Jinnah to practise his new politics. 

Within three months of the formation of Congress ministries, Jinnah in 

his Presidential Address to the Muslim League held in October 1937 at Lucknow, 

declared that the Congress has been "pursuing the yolicy which 1s exclusively 

Hindu ... they have by their words, deeds and programmes shown more and more 

that the Mussalmans cannot expect any justice or fairplay at their hands" (19). 

He further declared that 9 "on the threshold of what little power or 

responsibility is given, the majority community have clearly shown their hand; 

that Hindustan is for the Hindus" (20). Jinnah threateningly declared that "the 

result of the present Congress policy, l venture to say, will lead to class 

bitterness, cornmunal war and a: strengthening of the imperialist hold, as a 

consequence" (21 ). 

From now onwards began a war of attrition against the Congress. Jinnah 

was able to secure and bring together the support of a new breed of political 

functionaries to displace the older leadership on the plank of extremist 

programmes. He was able to secure the a.llegiance of two stalwarts, Fazal Haq, 

Premier of Bengal, and Sir Sikander Hayat Khan, Premier of Punjab, m addition 

to Sir Muhammad Sadaullah,. Premier of Assam. Thus soon there were three 

ministr·ies which were ~yrnpathetic to the League. These stalwarts decided to put 

their support behind the League which, as a result, was soon able to rnake 

inroads into the mass base of the Proja Party in Bengal and the Unionist Party 

in Punjab. 



Alongwith these mo
1
ves of enlisting support of the stalwarts for the new 

prograrnme, a vigorous drive Jo1· orga1li/.alional sdJ-st:rcngthning ond rnass 

membership was launched. Within three rnonths of the Lucknow Conference, more 

than 170 branches of the League were established all over the country. Ninty of 

these were in the U.P. and another 40 in the Punjab. During such a short time, 

the League was able to claim no less than one lakh members in the U.P. alone . 

(22). 

r::or the first time m its long history, the Muslirn League rnade an 

attempt to go beyond the confines of elite politics. The membership fee of the 

League was lowered from Re 1 to 2 annas (23). Attempts were made to transform 

the League into a mass organisation and a populist "Economic Programme", an 

imitation of the Congress' Karachi Prograrnme (1931), was adopted (24). 

Throughout I 938, a vicious propaganda campaign was launched which sought 

to project an imagccy of "Hindu l(aj" among the Muslim masses. In his sreech at 

the /\ll India Muslim League's Special Session at Calcutta in f\pril 1938, Jinnah 

declared that the Congress is a "Hindu body" trying to establish a "Hindu Raj" 

in India. He claimed that the League was the sole representative of the Muslims 

(2_5). Resolutions were passed condemning' the Congress and alleging that 

"Congress goverrm1ents have singularly Jailed to discharge their prirnary duty of 

protecting the Muslim rninotities in their provinces ... and that, if immediate 

steps are not taken to protect the Mussalrnans by the Congress governments, the 

consequences to the country as a whole \vill be disastrous" (26). 

Fro11l now on began a propaganda carnpaign which aimed at creating and 

popularizing the image that the Muslims were being suppressed under the "Hindu" 

Congress Ministries. A series of Enquiry Committee Reports were published by 

the Muslim League in which "every instance oJ communal trouble was scrutinised, 



written up and put on record :~· and published as a formal indictment of the 

Congress governments" (27). The first of these reprots came to be known as the 

Pir;Jur l(eport (28). The l(cport alleged that 11 the people o( a particular 

, community were encouraged to believe that the government was now their" (29). 

It was alleged that the objective of the Congress was "the establishment of a 

nation-state of the majority community m which other nationalities and 

communities have only secondary rights" (30). 

A senes of other issues and grievances were 'highlighted by the Pirpur 

Repon. These releated to ban on cow-setcrificcs; singtng of l!>andc Matararn; 

' 
hoisting of Congress flags on public buildings; imposition of the Hindi as wet! 

as the Wardha Scheme of Elementary Education which, it was alleged, was aimed at 

underrnlning Islamic culture and educational system (31). One of the most 

important grievances listed by the Pirpur Report releated to the establishment 

of parallel organs of governmental authority by the Congress Committee 

throughout the provinces. 

The general tone and pitch of the propaganda carnpaign set out by the 

Pirpur Report was followed up by a number of similar reports and pamphlets. The 

report of a committee appointed to enquire into MusJim grievances in Bihar, 

which came to be popularly known as the "Sha.reef Report", sought to create an 

irnpression that Muslims tn l)ihar were suffering under the atrocities of 

Congressmen (32). "Muslims will have to decide soon whether they should migrate 

frorn this province or face annihilation" (33). 

The final indictrnent of the Congress carne m the Jorn1 of a pamphlet 

published by Fazal-ul Haz 1r1 December 1939 and entitled provocatively as 

"MusJin1s sufferings under Congress Rule" ()4). This document provided a 

description of 72 incidents tn Bihar and 33 111 the U.P., m which specific 



instances of "Congress" atrocities on Muslims vvere cited. 

This kind of vic:u·ious propaganda was bound to lead to communal 

antagonisms and riots. According to official figures, between October 1937 and 

September 1939, . there were 57 serious communal riots in the "Congress" 

provinces, resulting in 1700 casualities, of which 130 were fatal (35). 

Communal riots were, of course, an endemic feature of the politics of the 

thirties and forties. However, during this period "they seemed to be entering 

on a new phase. The quarrelling was less spontaneous, rnore persistent, more 

deliberate. It was, as if, the two cormnunitics were lining up for a corning 

battle. .Particularly disquieting, ... was the growth of communal antagonisms 

among the younger generations" (36). 

/\longwith the increase in communal riots, another new feature which 

emerged during this period was the establishment of para-military communal 

organisations. l:)y 1938, there illready were two strong bodies. The first was 

the Musli rn League Volunteers Corps which had a claimed rncrnbership of II ,000 in 

the U.P. and 1+,000 in N\VEP (37). ln early 1939, the National Council of the 

Muslim League met at New Delhi and decided · that organization of a 'National 

Guard' sould be undertaken expeditiously on an all India basis (38). Soon there 

was a 'National Muslim Guard', equipped with uniform and Jlag, and claiming the 

allegiance of 3,000 people in the U.P. alone (YJ). 

However, the rnost noticeable feature of communal politics during 1937-39 

was that the Muslim League's politics was pitched by Jinnah and the League no 

longer to promote "Muslim interests" within the confines of constitutional 

politics. The objective now to popularize the notion that: 

a) the Congress was not a national 'Xganisation and not 



only it did not repr-esent Muslim "interests", but was 

actually opposed to the advancement of Muslims as a 

community; and 

b) the Muslim League was the sole and true representative 

of Muslims without \Vhose consent and approval no advance 

could be made as far as solving the constitutional and 

communal problems were concerned. 

The remarkable feature of the new situtation was that the Muslirn League 

was no longer fighting for petty concessions and gains. !t was fighting a 

battle of hegemony against the Congress. .Such a battle necessar i!y involved the 

denial of Congress hegemony over the National Movement in so far as the 

Congress' clairn of representation of minorities was concerned. /\ complement of 

this was arrogation of the League and its claims to be 11 the only organization 

that can speak on behalf of Muslim lndi<1" (40). 

These two features of Muslim League politics stand out prominently 

during 1937-39. /\ vehement propaganda campatgn launched to challenge the 

hegemony of the Congress ov~~r the minorities, as is brought out by Jinnah's 

speeches througho111 late-1938 and 1939 (111). Secondly, the Musli.rn League's 

ciaJnl that it was the only organization whii.~h could speak on behalf of the 

Muslin1s was encouraged by British policy-makers. The reasons for this were 

twofold. First, the need to undermine the hegemony of the Congress by promoting 

the counter-veiling hegemony of the /V1uslim League and second, the exigencies of 

the War and the resultant need to win support, forced the l)ritish to grant to 

the Muslim League a status which it had strived for throughout and its ciairns to 

which were dubious (42). 



Encouraged by these tendencies, the League was tempted to increasingly 

adopt extremist postures. Threats oJ direct action were made 011 insignificant 

issues and, on the resignation of Congress ministries, Jinnah gave a call for 

the observance of a "Day of Deliverance and Thanksgiving" as a "rnark of relief 

that the Congress Regime has at last ceased to function" (43). Within three 

ITIOnths 1 the League at its Lahore Session held on 2IJ- March 1940 asked for a 

seperate state for Muslirns--Pakistan. 

To what extent was office-acceptance by the Congress responsible for the 

resurgence and radicalisation of communal politics, eventually leading to the 

seperatist demand of Pakistan ? 

As discussed earlier, Congress' position arnong the Muslims had ahvays 

been critical, barring the early Khilafat days and the Non-Coopcr<ltion days in 

which the Muslims participated in large numbers. Otherwise, the 1v1uslirns as a 

comrnunity had always remained aloof from the domain of Congress politics during 

the late 1920s and throughout the 1930s. However, this aloofness was not taken 

as a sign of major weakness by the Congress leadership which was hopeful even as 

late as l 936-37 of a1nicably settling the corn1nun<.:d tssue. In !Jet, <J large 

section of the leadership, especially Nehru, the CSP and the CPl did not really 

consider communalism as a major issue (44). Cornmunalisrn was seen as a hangover 

of the past and a fetter which would automatically be wiped out once the "real 

issues", concerning the economic problems of the rnasses, were taken up. This 

perspective infonned the politics of a sizable section of Congressrncn. 

However, it was conceded by all that there still was need for working 



among the Muslim masses. Hence an ambitious Muslim Mass Contact Programme was 

launched in 1 'J36. This progrdllllJIC Wi.l.S beset w[Lil ~~. nulilbcr oJ problems right Irorn 

the begining and hurdly went beyond sc'-!rch lor support of "prornincnt 11 Muslim 

workers who could be mustered for promoting Congress policies and programmes 

among the Muslims (45). 

The Muslim Mass Contact Programme could not make rnuch headway and had tc 

be abandoned forrnally soon after the formation of ministries. Once the 

rninistries were formed, the attention and energies of the leadership were 

diverted to different 1ssues and the communal problem acquired only a secondary 

priority to them. The gravity of the communal problern was barely realised by 

the leadership with the notable exception oi Gandhi, although half-baked and 

hc:.if-hearted attempts 'Nere made to tackle the corTJmunai issue. 

!\ major failure oi the Congress was its inability to keep pace with the 

fast changing cornmunal reality and rcfus<:ll to recognise that what .Jinnah 

represented now was a much stronger force than they had assumed. Although the 

functioning of the ministries, the administrative measures taken by it, and the 

credentials and anticedents of the ministers were impeccable and no one could 

accuse the Congress ministries of a communal bias, it was at the level a soceial 

movement that the Congress failed misserably. Although the growth of communal 

and seperatist politics cannot be in a direct sense ascribed to any of the 

actions of the Congress rninistries, the period l ~37-39 provided a fertile ground 

and a very good opportunity for the League to practice its politics of 

seperatisrn. 

The gravity of the cormnunal problem was never fully realised by the 

Congress leadership. Nehru, whiio conceding that although, "the situation has 



deteriorated and it may be said that there is more generai ill--will among the 

Muslirn masses towards the Congress"1 still hod the iJJ .. Joundcd confidence to 

claim that "the Congress' record is not negligible (46). 

' I 
As far as concrete work was concerned, all Nehru had to report was the 

organisation of a Minorities Community consist1ng of some important Muslim 

dignatories (this Cornmittee was appointed as an alternative strategy after the 

formal abondonernent of the Muslim Mass Contact Programme), constitution of an 

Urdu Publicity Department and appointment of son1e Muslims as inspectors and 

observers for the Congress (47). 

ft becomes obvious that the Congress leadership approach to the communal 

problern during this period was based on a wrong assessment of the strength which 

the League had come to acquire during the ministry period. This becomes obvious 

from the fact that the Congress was still operating at the level of forming 

sub·-comrnittees and scouting for prominent Muslims to deal with a problem which 

ought to have been dealt with on a war-footing. 

/\ major factor which handicapped the Congress was the fact that it was 

forced to adopt defensive position vis-a-vis the league while dealing with 

conflict situations as it was the administration and a movement at the same 

tirne. lt could not have adopted a aggressive strategy to deal with a communal 

tssue as this would have naturally reinforced the psycholical propaganda of the 

League that the Congress was trying to establish a "Hindu Raj" and was 

oppressing the minorities. This handicap of the Congress was a source of much 

concern to local activists of the Congress. /\s a Congress worker complained in 

a letter to the Congress president that during this period the Mus!i rn League, 
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"had an exceptional opportunity of propagating their ideas because every effort 

on our part to curb communalisrn is irnrncdiatcly represented ilS a breach of the 

elementary right of free speech and our governments are fighting shy of strong 

measures" (lt8). 

On the resignation of the ministries, it was the League which suffered 

the greatest setback as it lost a great opportunity to practice rts politics of 

opposing the Congress. As Nehru observed: 

Most of us feel particularly satisf.ied at the turn of events. You are 
right in saying that the British Governrnent and the Muslirr1 League are 
dissatisfied as both of them are hit by this event .... the rnan who 
regrets the resignation of the Congress governments most is Mr. Jinnah 
as he has lost rnain weapon of attack against the Congress (lt9). 

6.4 The Kisan Sabhas 

6~! ____ 9rg_anisational Backgrmmd 

The ongms of the f\1! lndia K isan Sabha (AI KS) can be traced to the 

fonnat ion of the West Patna K is an Sabha in 1927 by Sahajanancl Saraswati. This 

was followed by the organisation of another body called the Bihar Pradesh l<isan 

Sabha (BPKS), founded in Novernber 1929 'Nith the immediate objective of opposing 

the ill-famed legislation Sifton's Tenency l~ill, being ploted by the 

zarnindars' organisation called the United Party. Among the founders of BPKS 

were Rajendra Prasad and Sri Krishan Sinha, who later became its General 

Secretary. 



The leaders of I~PI<S took an active part in the preparatory activities 

leading to the formation of /\JKS ( 19%), and Sahajanand was designated its first 

President. The other provincial K isan Sabhas which contributed to the formation 

of AlKS were ;\ndhra Pradesh, tkngal, Punjab and Uttar Pradesh I<isan Sabhas. 

BPKS activists participated actively during the two Civil Disobedience 

Movements. However, the Sabha was able to secure a firm mass base only after 

1933. /\fter 1933, it was active all over Bihar, as can be seen from the fact 

that between April 1933 and November 1935, it successfully organised more than 

500 demonstrations, meetings and conferences in ten districts of Bihar. In 

addition, meetings were organized in the five districts of Chhota Nagpur and six 

districts of Santhal Parganas. Besides these, 117 meetings in 1933, 170 in 1934 

and 109 in 1935 were held. Of these, 120 were attended by Sahajanand. During 

this period, he attended 88 meetings in Patna, 38 in Gaya, 57 in Monghyr, 39 in 

Sahahabad, 22 in 13hagalpur, 36 in Darbhanga, 43 in Muzaffarpur, 19 in Saran, 13 

in J::lurnea and 2 lil c:hamparan. 

After 1935, 1he activities of BPKS intensified, both politically as well 

as regionally. !),etween November 193.5 and October 1936, the District Kisan 

Council of Monghyr met seven times and three extra-ordinary meetings were held. 

District and thana l<.isan Sarnrnelans were organised frequentiy. In addition, 70 

large meetings, 124 small meetings and six demonstrations were also conducted. 

The overall growth oJ the Kisan )abhas is rE' llccted in the cxtra-ordir1ary growth 

in the membership of l:WKS from 33,000 in ! 93.5 to 70,000 in 1936. 

The period 1933 to 1936 saw considerable strengthening of E)PJ<S. The 

marn programme of i)PKS during this period was to enlarge the social support of 
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the Con!?ress by bringing in vanous peasant strata within its fold. The 

leadership of BPI<S was quite radical and was definitely attracted to 

non-constitutional methods. Some of the K isan Sabha leaders. like Sahajanand 

Saraswati, Ramnandan Mishra, I<aryanandji were definitely becoming attracted . to 

sociall st ideas. However, BPKS remained firmly within the confines of 

"Gandhian" politics and by 1936, its leadership had yet to evolve any 

fundamental c_ritique of C<mdilian poLitics. 

However, this attraction to non-constitutional politics, radical and 

direct forms of struggle and leftism was quite evident in the politics of the 

Kisan Sabhas during the pre-1936 period. This can be ascribed to two major 

reasons. Firstly, a number oi sociaLists, communists and radical Congressmen 

such as Nehru, Jayaprakash Narayan, N.G. Ranga, InduJal Yagnik, Achyut 

Patwardhan and 
i 

Narendrai Dev were greatly interested in Kisan Sabha. pqlitiCs. 
' 

They actively intervened in; various provincial Kisan Sabhas and were, to a great 

extent, responsible for the formation of (AIKS). These leaders felt that no 

. ' 
genuine anti-imperialist movement could be sustained for long unless it enjoyed 

substantial and deep-rooted mass base in the countryside. Besides) they 

genuinely made an effort to integrate local economic grievances into nationalist 

politics. 

Secondly, due to their own concrete experiences in the Kisan .Sabhas, 

leaders such as Sahajanand Saraswati were getting attracted towards a more 

radical agrarian programme. Combined with this was the intense socialist 

propaganda which turned many Kisan Sabha activists into avowed socialists. 

However, the resons for the radicalization of Kisan Sabha politics can 

not just be reduced to a shift in the perspective of the lcC~clcrship. /\ number 

of socio-economic factors have to be taken into account to explain this 
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phenomenon of radicalization in a specific regional context (50). 

However, the process of ministry-formation and inauguration of a renewed 

phase of constitutionalism did bring about a fundamental transformation ·in .the 

relationship of the K isan Sabhas and the Congress. 

6.4.2 Kisan Politics Before 1937 

Upto mid-1930s the Kisan Sabhas had been organised mainly on "Gandhian" 

lines. ln fact, the reason why Sahajanand was drawn into peasant politics was 

precisely to avoid a conflict situation which would adversely affect the mass 

base of the Congress (51). 

The initial focus of the Kisan Sabhas' activities in Bihar was. to 

intervene on behalf of the peasantry to put pressure on the Governrnent for more 

favourable tenancy legislations (52), to counter the activities of the zamindars 

and landlords (53), and to bring intp the fold of Congress large number of 

peasants, belonging to different strata. 

How·ever, the early politics of intervening on behalf of the Congress to 

avoid conflict situations and to enlarge the base of the Congress gradually 

receded into background, as a result of the concrete experiences of peasant 

politics. A definite shift towards "econornistic" struggles came about Jn the 

perspective of Sahajanand and other Kisan Sabha leaders. Justifying the need 

for a seperate class organisation of the kisans, Sahajanand wrote: 

Congress 1s 
organisation. 

a national organisation as 
But the Kisan Sabha is the class 

well as a 
organisation 

political 
of the 



Kisans, and is based on their economic demands. As long as there is 
difference between politics and econorr11cs, these two organisations 
would remain seperate. Congress is a multi-class organisation because 
it is a national forum. But the Kisan Sabha is the organisation of 
one class. There cannot be people belonging to other classes in it. 
Whereas the Congress fights for the independence of the country, the 
Kisan Sabhas fight for their economic independence. Yes, it is true 
that econornic questions take the peasants towards politics. Likewise, 
political struggles would bring the Congress towards econornic 
struggles. This happens because po.!itics and economics are 
cornplernentary to each other (54). 

The whole basis of Kisan Sabha politics during this period was to 

transform the Congress towards econornist.ic struggles by bringing upon it 

pressures. In fact, the Kisan Sabhas felt that some kind of a process of 

,transition towards more fundamental 1ssues was already underway. Sahajanand 

optimistically believed that the Karachi Econornic Programme was an important 

rnilestone and signified a tendency of the Congress to "go beyond political 

struggle over to economiC questions" (55). 

This perspective of transforming the Congress into a powerful, radical, 

nationalist organisation, actively championing the cause of the peasantry as a 

whole and incorporating within its wider anti-imperialist bloc t.n'e local 

economistic struggles of the peasantry, informed the politics of the leadership. 

As part of this perspective of transforming the Congress, .Sahajanand called upon 

the Kisan Sabha activists to actively participate m the activities of the 

Congress and to try to capture various Congress committees at all levels (56). 

Sahajanand consistently refuted the charge that the l<isan Sabha was 



tryin,g to build a parallel or an alternative mover11ent to the Congress (57). In 

fact, thro(Jghout the pre- 1937 period, the consb~cnl positlon of Sahajanand -was 

;;hat the Kisan Sabhas should strengthen the Congress. The role of the Congress, 

inspite of its multi-class character and the resultant political complexities 

and dialernmas was never denigrated by Sahajanand, although he often criticised a 

part of the leadership and was opposed to constitutional methods of struggle 

(58). Inspite of his differences and his critique of the constitutional 

struggle, Sahajanand did not anticipate any acrimony or contradiction between 

the Kisan Sabhas and the Congress. In fact, he looked at the relationship 

between the two as complemetary. The multi-class character of the Congress, 

Sahajanand believed, was an inevitability in the context of the anti-imperialist 

struggle and was recognized as a parameter within which the Kisan Sabhas had to 

operate and prornote their politics. Recognising these parameters, Sahajanand 

wrote: 

The maJor function of the Congress is to rnaintain harmony between 
different classes and to further its struggle while doing so. lt does 
not want one class to engage in a struggle with another. Because that 
will be class-war or class struggle and 1n such a situation, the 
Congress will have to take side with one of the classes. As a result, 
it will be losing its nationalistic character (59). 

However, within the framework of this multi-class-based character of the 

Congress, the Ki san Sabhaites sought to [XOirlote tile interests o [ the peasantry 

and enlarge the character of the National Movernent. Sahajanand was convinced 

that even though "the Congress is a multi-class organisationj and hence it would 

try to conciliate the demands of various classes, ... the Congress will have to 

en•brace the demands of the peasants. Therefore, it depends on the peasants how 

they are able to force the Congress to accept their demands. The Congress 



cannot reject their demands. If it makes' such a mistake, its existence will be 

in danger'' (60). 

6.4.3 
J 

AIKS and the Elections --- __). __ 
i 

Ho\vever, the process of ministry-m~king and the actual experiences of 

·the l<isan Sabha activists dtiring 1937-39 irrevocably destroyed this relationship 
I 

and contributed to the weakening of not only the National Movement but also the 

Kisan Sabhas. l~efore we trace this process of divorce between the Kisan Sabhas 

and the Congress, it would be necessary to trace the role played by AIKS and 

Kisan Sabha activists In the debate over office-acceptance and the elec_tions of .. ' 

1937. 

Throughout 1935 Sahajanand was in close contact with a number ·of CSP 

leaders who were anxious to form ,'\IJ<.S and who exercised considerable influence 

in shaping his political ideas. During 1936, much of his activities were 

directed at forming the AIKS. A concrete shape was given to these plans at the 

tirne of the Congress Session at Luck now when a conference of various· Kisan 

org<misations was held and Sahajanand was elected its President. In his 

.Presidential Address, Sahajanand favoured the principle of collective 

affiliation of the proposed A!KS and was supported by Nehru. He declared that 

the t.irne had come for the kisans to fight for their rights and he hoped that 

Congress leaders like Nehru and Patel would actively ,strengthen AIKS (61). This 

was followed by the adoption of a detailed agrarian prograrnrne which included, 

among other points, abolition of zarnindari, 50 percent reduction in rent, 

abo! it ion of debts and higher prices for crors (62). 

This was followed by the adoption of an All-India Kisan 1\1\anifesto 



(August 1936). This Manifesto was formifl.ly presented to the WC of the Cvngress 

for incorporation m the Election Manifesto of the Congress. "The AII<S 

Manifesto influenced the agrarian prograrnrne adopted at the Faizpur session of 

the Co~gress in December 1936 as well as its election manifesto" (63), although 

Sahajanand and other AII<S leaders were disappointed by the Election Manifesto 

eventually adopted by the Congress, as 11 it is completely silent as to the vital 

question of the abolition of zaminclari .... I appeal to the AICC and Congressmen 

all over the country to incorporate this vital demand of the peasantry as one of 

the main planks of the Congress agrarian programme ... " (64). 

At the Faizpur Session ot AJI<S, the "imperative need of an unequivocal 

declaration to the effect that the Congress representatives in the 

legislatures will not become pawns of imperialism by accepting office" (65), was 

irnpressed upon the Congress. However, the I<isan Sabhas participated actively in 

the elections and tried to win as many norninations as possible, even at the risk 

of alienating a section of Congressmen in Bihar. 

The contribution of the Kisan Sabhas to the success of the Congress at 

the elections, it was claimed by Bihar Kisan Sabha leaders, was "indeed very 

greatn, although "it may not be acknow !edged by the Congress high priests" (66). 

Sahajanand claimed that even the opponents of the Kisan Sabhas 11 had to admit 

that the marvellous success of the Congress at the polls was due to the I<isan 

nwvernent and that the kisan versus zamindars and the poor versus rich issue was 

crystallized during the elections" (67). 

6.itJf. Oritioue of the Minlistries _______ .,_.,..,. _____ I -----

The formation of the ministeries led to a resurgence in the activities 



of the Kisan Sabhas. Within one month of the formation of the ministeries, 

Sahajanand den1anded that the ministries implement the Agrarian Programme adopted 

at Faizpur (68), and All<S gave a call to observe 1 September 1937 as a Kisan Day 

in support of this demand. This was followed by the presentation of a Charter 

o:f Dernands to the Bihar Ministry in November 1937 (69) and organisation of 

massive demonstrations in other states to the legislative assemblies. 

Soon these reminders became open and formal denounciations. Prompted by 

the Bihar activists, AIKS expressed itself very strongly against the ministries 

for the "the piecemeal, superficial and perfunctory manner ln which the Congress 

ministries have dealt with some of the problems affecting the kisans" (70). It 

threatened to take "all necessary steps to see that the Congress pledges are 

observed fully in .letter and spirit before the end of the next year" (71). The 

Congress ministries of Bihar, U.P., Bombay and Madras were denounced for their 

ailegedly "repressive policy ... displayed so shamelessly in arresting a large 

nurnber of kisans and comrades, banning kisan conferences promulgating section 

14LtA of the C.P.C (72). It called upon Kisan Sabha activists "to carry on their 

organisational and propaganda activities undauntedly despite the threats of 

repression and reprisal on the alleged ground of disseminating class hatred and 

sed it ion" (73). 

These reminders) threats and denounciations took mere coercive forms and 
ictJI) 

by January 1983, Sahajanand was already calling upon peasant and J<.isan Sabha 

activists to "organise yourself and force the hands of the rninisteries. If the 

ministries fail to give you ~~ yo_u ask fo~, do not be cheated again, if they 

come to you for votes again, show your thumb" (74). 



With these moves was combined_~ an intense propaganda carnpign against the 

Congress. 1\ nurnber of articles appeared in pro-leftist newspapers and journals 

like Congress Socialist, Sangharsh, Janata, Vishal Bharat. Not to be outdone, a 

number of conservative newspapers like Searchlight, Young India and ·Harljan 

launched a counter-tirade against the Kisan Sabhas and Sahajanand (75). 

The Congress rninistry in Bihar was criticised for its allegedly 

pro-zamindar policy and its moves to give compensation to the zamindars for 

their land (76). The Congress was consistently and vehemently criticised for 

its pro-propertied stance, its alleged support to the··- zam indars, its ignorance 

and side-tracking of the Faizpur Agrarian Programme and its hostility to the 

Kisan Sabhas (77). 

By April 1938, Sahajanand was openly proclaiming that "if ... by class 

war is rneant war aginst zamindars and capitalists, I plead guilty and am most 

willing to face the consequences" (78). He declared that "weak, selfish and 

self--serving people and those who want to protect their inequitous, vested 

interests have joined our ranks", and "the word ·Congress' has no former 

fascination for rne until the danger signal is shown and these reactionaries quit 

by t!<e back door" (79). 

At the Haripura Session (February 1938) of the Congress, the tensions 

between the Kisan Sabhas and the Congress erupted in the open. The Reception 

Committee of the Congress banned a rally for which thousands of Kisans had come. 

Bhulabhai Desai wrote a series of articles Jn Harijan openly denouncing the 

Kisan Sabhas for introducing "the cult of danda" and spreading "violence" in the 

name of the Congress. 

The Haripura Congress passed a resolution openly denouncing the l<.isan 



Sabhas. Whiie reaffirming the right of the kisans to organise themselves, the 

Congress expt;essed its "inability to associate itscl: with any activities which 

are JtlCOill!Xttible with the b<.~sic pri11iplcs of the Co11gress and will not 

contenancc any of the activities ol those Congressmen who, as nJctnbcrs of: the 

Kisan Sabhas, help in creating an atmosphere hostile to Congress principles and 

policyn (80). 

Reacting rather strongly to the anti-property propaganda being carried 

on by the Kisan Sabhas, the Congress in another resolution condemned those 

"people, including Congressmen, who have been found in the narne of civil 

liberties to advocate murder, arson, 

continuing a campaign of falsehood 

looting and class war 

and violence. The 

and are 

Congress will 

consistently, with its tradition, st,~pport measures they may be undertaken by 

Congress Governments for the defence of life and propertt' (81). 

These resolutions and measures were opposed by the Kisan Sabhaites and 

CSP and a walk-out was led by Narendra Dev when these were passed (82). 

Sahajanand resigned from the Working Committee of BPCC and protested to Rajendra 

Prasad for passing an "indirect sentence of death" (83). Writing that, "! would 

serve the Congress better by remaining outside the Working Committee, and that 

it does not want me and that there is no place in it for a man like me", 

Saha)anand protested vehemently that "it 1s utterly false to suggest that have 

preached the right of using "Danda" m self-defence in the regime of the 

Congress rninistries alone and have been encourage by the thought that the 

Congress ministries will not send me to jail for saying so" (84). He denied 

that the Kisan Sabhas were taking advantage of the Congress ministries to 

propagate anti-propertisrn, class hatred and violence. He warned the Congress 

leadership that the so-called Congress-Zamindar Pact "will neither strengthen 

the Congress nor will .it lead to jllstice being done to the kisans, nor the 



irnplementing of the Faizpur resolutiOl)S" (85). 

By August 1938, Sahajanand was openly denouncing the Congress for 

"betraying" the kisans. "I dare to declare that to enter into an agree-ment 

with the zamindars is a betrayal of the kisans. The basis for fighting the 

Assembly elections was the Agrarian Programme adopted by the Faizpur Congress. 

The Congress could gain historic success only on the basis of this programme. 

Now when the Congress is ruling in seven provmces, no one has a right to ignore 

the K is an - Congress program me" (86). 

Kisan marches and demonstrations became a regular feature of this 

period. The Kisan Day (1 September) became a permanent feature and was 

characterised by massive demonstrations and marches. Siogans such as "Down with 

the Zamindari Systeml", "Establish Peasant Rule!", "Down with Capitalists!" were 

openly propagated by the Kisan Sabha (87). 

By 1938, Sahajanand was not only declaring that "the kisans are 

thoroughly disappointed and are revolting" and was continuing a ceaseless 

' dialogue with leftists and CSPites, asking them to review the situation and work 

out an alternative based on direct struggle. ln a letter to CSPites, he wrote: 

"In the trap of constitutionalism, we are gradually and unconsciously forgetting 

our direct struggle. Only an uncompromising and direct struggle can lead to the 

salvation of the 1nasses" (8(;). 

The claims of the Bihar ministry about reduction of rent and other 

pro-kisan measures were fiercely challenged by the Kisan Sabha. Sahajanand 

published two phamphlets -- The other Side of the Shi~ld (89) and Rent Reduction 

in Bihar: How it Works, An Exposure of the .Government's Claim (90) to refute the 

claims of the Bihar ministry about rent reduction (91). 

The Baddash · 



In addition to these issues, the Kisan Sabha agitated over a number of 

other issues by joining hands with CSP. Among other issues, it strongly 

protested against the non-lifting oJ ban on CPI. 

At the Camilla Session of /\IKS (May 1938), the independence of the kisan 

movement was reaffirmed with a great deal of vigour. "The Kisan Sabha must be a 

separate and autonomus organisation. lt is dangerous to agree that the Congress 

is a kisan organisation because 95 percent of its membrs are kisans. Such 

reasoning \Vould lead to the fallious belief that the Congress is a Hindu 

organisation because an overwhelming rnajor ity of its members are Hindus" (92). 

At the Cornilla Session, Sahajanand warned the Congress that its "present 

attitude of indifference ... would be disasterous for the Congress. I am afraid 

the kisans are fast losing their confidence and respect for the Congress. That 

1s a danger signal the Congress ieaders should do well to note before it is too 

late" (93). In his denouncement of the ministries, Sahajanand charged that "the 

powers gained through oJfice-acceptance are being systematicaLly used for 

suppressing the kisan and rnazdoor organizations" (94). 

6.4.5 OisiHusi.omnent 
·-----·--·---

By mid-!938, the acrimonious relationship between the Kisan Sabhas and 

the Congress reached its climax. f\ section of the Bihar Congress leadership 

organised a Khet Mazdoor Sangh by organising the landless labourers for throwing 

up an ultra-left opposition to the Bihar Kisan Sabha (95). Considerable 

energies of the Kisan Sabha activists in Bihar were spent in countering such 

activities (96). 

fhe Backlash 



The actual experiences of the I<isan Sabha activists In the long-drawn 

out, bitterly fought econon1istic struggles over "Bal<ashta" lands further 

contributed to this process of divorce (97). The AIKS soon formally changed its 

nomanclature frorn the Tri-coiour to the Red Flag (98). The Congress Ministry 

had to intervene tn conflict situations and in Bihar "more than 2000 kisan 

workers were sent to jail by the Congress Ministry" (99). 

L)y the time the Tripuri Congress met in early 1939, the final parting of 

ways had come about. Va.llabhbhai Patel moved a resolution prohibiting all local 

level committees and affiliated bodies from launching any form of Civil 

Disobedience by Congressrnen without the previous sanction of the PCC concerned 

(99). The Kisan Sabhaites believed that this move would, in effect, drive out 

of the Congress all those who \Vere active in peasant and workers' organisations 

(J OQ), 

At its meeting in Bombay· (June 1939), AIKS recorded its "most emphatic 

protest against the decision of the ewe prohibiting Congressrnen from 

offering or orgamsing any form of Satyagraha in the Congress administered 

provinces" (I 0 l ). The AIKS declared that the resolution' would "deprieve 

kisans and workers who have joined the Congress of their fundamental right to 

resort to peaceful .Satyagraha. For the protection of their just and legitimate 

rights", and would force the !< isan Sabhaites to "secure their just rights 

through other ways" (JOl). 

The Kis~m Sabha retaliLttcd with Sahajanzu\d issuing a directive on 4 July 

1939 as the Ceneral Secretary of /'\li<S, declaring that the AJCC directive would 

not be binding on the~ Kisan Sabhas ( 1 02). 

1hc Backlash 



l:)y late 1939, Sahajanand was already trying to convince other leftists 

within the t'-laUotktl MovcnlCilt of the need of bu.ilding an alternative to the 

Congress: 

Fonun<1tely or unfortunately, the idea has seized rne tha.t the 
Congress, constituted as it is today, will never give a serious fight 
to our !T1asters and the so-called left is so awfuly divided and busy 
rrHxc with the theories of abstract poliics ... that lt never thinks in 
terrns of a real struggle Really speaking, it is m the 
circurn:,tdrKcs incdpdbJc of doing so. i\t every step, it scerns, it is 
unduly <Jnd baselessly obsessed with the Congress being weakened 
becau:,c of ir~lepcndent political initiative token \vithout the consent 
of tlw c:ongrcss. 

Thc~rcfore, z:ts far as the leftists are concerned, they cannot ond 
should not accept any fight ... under the leadership of the Congress 
(103). 

'·· 
6.5 Workin_g Class~ npolitics of Disorder" 
----.. -·---·--- ----·--······ .. ----·-· -·~--------------------·---·---

fl.lthough no :nicro studies of working class politics during 1937-39 are 

available, secondary sources of a genera.! natur·e c:lo point out to certain trends 

which rruy be surrtnlarized below. 

The ministry period saw the resurgence of industri;::d unrest in a big 

way. The number of strikes rose drastically during 1937-39. Whereas during 

J 936, there were only 157 industrial disputes involving 169,029 workers and 

resulting in th<:> Joss of 23,.58,662 rnandays, during 1937 the number of 

strikes/lockouts l-ose to a staggering 379, affecting 61+7,80 I \Vorkcrs and 

resulting in the loss of 89,82,257 rnandays. This trend continued into 1938 and 

the number ot disputes curther rose to 399, involving 401,07 5 workers and 

resulting in the ioss of 91,98,708 rnandays .• The climax was reached in i 939, 

with a peak 406 disputes, involving 4-09,189 vvorkers and leading to 49,92,795 

:~o 
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iildi\Cby::, lu:ot (J (_lit). Thi~) strike wave was Ullprcc:cclcntcd and was surpassed m 

J<dJOIIr history l'idy by th(c l:JillOlls strike wave uf the dcprcssio;1 of l 'J20-2l. 

During the ministry period, it can be extrapolated from the above 

statistics oi V .13. Karnik, there was a 1.58% increase in the number of 

o.:+~ ·l 1'es/ 1oc' ·c)LJ··-... ~u t'\,, J h.[,) and yet another 131% hike in the number of workers involved. 

The number of rnandays lost appreciated by 230%. However, there was a tendency 

tow(;\rds shor-ter and lightening strikes as can be seen from Karnik's data. The 

average duration of strikes went down and it can be sugg<:~stecl that strikes were 

now taking place~ more due to "political" than "economic" causes. However, this 

generalization needs qualitative data for validation. 

r 
In the absence of detailed studies, it is not possible to un\krstand the 

nature of \Vorking class activities 1n vanous Meas duri11g this period. 

However, Wt' C<ill take some specific cx~Hilplcs <ll1cl try to cxtr<.q)()l.ltc gcncl·iil 

tendencies iron1 thcrn. 

The Congress 'model' n1 trade--unionism, built under the personal 

supcrvison of Gandhi -- the /\hiHCc!dbacl tcxtiic unions, sul !creel scnous tensions 

during 1937-39. During la.tc-19 37, a serJOus nft e:flcrgcd between the 

trade--unionists and Congressmen and, Jor the first time, tile /\hmcdabad un1ons 

went on a strike withbut the sanction of the Congress. These developments 

seriously "distur·bed" Candhi and he carne out with public criticisn1 of the 

Ahmedabad strikcs, ,i';,s he wrote to Nehru: 

The strikes in Ahrncdabad, the Sholapur affairs ;;mel the labotJr unrest 
m Cawnpur show how uncertain is the Congress control over forces of 
disorder .... Jt is said that the Reel Flag rncn huvc been <Jt work. 
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\Ve are living in /\hrnedabad and Cawnpur in perpetual dread of 
.lightcnillg or unauthorised strikes? b the Congress unable to 
influence orga.nised labour m the right direction? If inspited of 
honest eforts by Congrcssrnen, Jorces oJ disorder ca.nnot be brought 
under control •.• acceptance by Congress of the burden of office loses 
all force e:md meaning and is bour'ld to prove detrimental to the 
Congress cause.( J 05). 

While this was the situation in a place where Congress hegemony over the 

trade--union movernent was wcll-e~;tablishcd, the situatiOi1 in other trade-union 

centres wz1s e:-ctrernely critical. The rnajor trouble-spots for the Congress were 

K<mpur) Calcutta, [\ornbay and Bihar(] 06). 

By l 93):'., 1he labour situation had becornc quite al<Jrrnin" ·. for .. 0 

Congress. 
( 

Pajendra Prasad, realising the gravity of the situation, hurriedly 

the 

despatched a r:mnber of Congressmen, trained in Aherndabad, to different 

indu:;tt·icli cullrcs in 1\i.har (J07). The 1r10rc importi:lllt of these wt:rc Professor 

/\bdul l)cu·i who was sc:>nt to Jarnshedpur and Mukut Dhari Si11gh who was sent to 

organtse coal n1ine workers ir. Dhanbad ( l 08). This strategy was successJul only 

to a Jin;ited extent and could not be implemented on a large scale, considerirlg 

how wide-<:;pread industrial unrest was in 13ihar (109). Those Congressmen who, 

however, undertook to control trade-union movements at various centres could do 

so by playing a rr1ediatory role between labour :.mel capital. ;\ notable exarnple of 

this ki11d of activity wac the role of the Congress at T!SC:O, J<HJJShedpur (II 0). 

The wori<ir!g cbss activities duri11g ! '337--3') were ::;cc11 by Lhc Co11grc:ss a:; 

"forces oJ disorder". 'vVhi le the Congress as a movemc:nt fo<n1d itself incapable 

of dealing with working-class tTiOvernents and to a !urge cxtcrl1. kept itself aloof, 
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it had to confror1! conflict situations as the adrninistriltion. This role of the 

Congress \VdS a constant source of criticism and embrassment. In rnany cases, 

especially l<anpur, the Congress rninistries found themselves incapable of dealing 

with labour-capital conflicts. lr1 fact, about Kanpur, Haig reported to 

L inlithgow tl1e "unwi ilingness and fear" of the Congress government to take 

action <Jgainst the trade unionists (ill). 

However, l<:anpur ccm not be taken as il typical cxarnple of the Congress 

rninistries attitude tmvards labour unrest. ln many cases, the Congress 

!Tlinistries had to use force. For instance, they had to promulgate Section 144 

and Crirninal Law Amendment ,1\c:t m Ahmedabad, arrest trade union leaders m 
' .. 

Sholapur, and ar-r-est important labour organisers, like S.C. Batliwala of Maqr'as 

(112) .. 

Jn many provinces, labour legislations also led to the estrangement of 

the trade t,mwn movement with the Congress.. The Trade Disputes Act, enacted by 

the l3onlbay rninisty~ was sharply opposed by the AlTUC which gave a call for a 

strike on Novernbcr 8, 1938 ( 113). The dcrnonstrations and strikes were put down 

by force (1 J il). Similarly, I:Jbour COIT11Tlittee reports and legislation in the u.P. 

were also not 2cceptable to the leading trade unions ( ll 5). 

To sum up; the intense working class unrest during 1937-39 ar1d the 

Congress rrunistrics policy towards it, contributed to a great extent in the 

undermining of the Congress' hegernony. The industria! unrest, although 

irnplicitly did not counter--pose itself against the Congress, had the potential 

oJ merging torces with the strGng left-wing opposition which emerged strongly 

against the Congress, 
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CHAPTER 7 

PERCEPTIONS: STRENGTH OR WEJ\KNE~S? 
---·--·--··-~--- __ __.. ______________ .... _-

The backlash to the ministries decisively contributed to the shifts in 

the perceptions of the leadership, espcually 1n their assessments of the 

strength and weaknt~sses of the Congress. And these shifts m perception:> as 

well as the divergent assessrnents of strength and weaknesses Jed to clash at 

Tripuri Congress. These changes jn perceptions, as seen through the eyes of 

Gandhi,, are described in this Chapter. 

ln the perceptions of Gandhi, the origins of this shift ccm be traced to 

f 
the labou1· unrest in Ahmedabad and Sholapur which "disturbed" him 1 and he 

wondered that, "if we cannot control the situation .. , our holding of offices is 

likely to prove detrimental" (l). He publicly declared that "if the outbreaks 

at Sholapur· and the labour unrest in /\hmedabad and Cawnpur are signs of 

weakness oJ Congress controi 1 the whole situation arising out of acceptance of 

oHices by Congressmen reqUlres reviewing" (2). He wondered that, "if 

Congressrnen are not sure of our own chosen aims) we need not wonder if one fine 

morn1ng we discover that we had rornmitted a biundcr 1rl embarking upon 

office-acceptance" (3). 

Ho\vever, these utterances were essentially m the nature of doubts, 

Gandhi, wl1ile feeling disturbed 'Nith the events, thought that they would blow 

over and would not Junclamentally affect the strategy oJ oflice-acceptarwe. Not 

only this, he continued to be enamoured of the initial success of the strategy 

and the strength and prestige which the Congress apparently gaillC-:d after the 

formation oi ministries. /\s late as January 1938, Gandhi was enthusiastically 

dec!Llring that "my ambition is to see the Congress recognised as the one and 

I >c rcc pi ions 



only party lhd.t can successfully resist the Govcn1mcnt, and deliver the goods" 

(!.+ ) • 

This optirnism continued upto Haripura and Gandhi was convinced that, 

"despite all our :failings we may be abie to see Purna Svvaraj within my 

life-time. If we can ac·cornplish our task intelligently, the British will have 

to adrnit defeat at our h~mds. There will be only one power in India with whom 

they can discuss mat 1 t.·rs and tllclt power will be the Congress. We could 

accornplish whatever we w<mted within one year and we ... developed the strength 

jor it" (5). 

'·. 
However, the period i rniTiediately followed by Haripura Congress proved to 

~ 

be an anti-climax for Candhi (6). l3y March 1 '338, Gandhi began to publicly 

declare that "the concilhion which drew from what saw 1n Haripur was 

erroneous. bclit•vt· tiwt d today the Vicer-oy SZ'Ilt for Subhash f)Jbu, or 

Jawaharla.l or me, and asked whi.it we wanted l WOULD [( EPL Y TI-JAT I WAS NOT EQUAL T\ 

THE Tt'\SJ<. TCiD!\ Y WF_ DO NOT Hl\VE THE STRLNCTH TO r<r::.SPOf\JD. lf ! tell the Vice1 

that we do not need the police and the army and that we can defend ourselves, 

that we have the weapon or non--violence that the Muslims are our :friends, and so 

are the PathansJ and that \Ve shall bear with the Sikhs, he would conclude that 

was out of my 1nind ... Today we have power neither over the princes, nor over 

the zamindars, neither over the Muslims or the Sikhs. Leave aside others 1 do we 

have control even over those who are within the Congress .... iJ this state of 

afia1rs continued, v.'e would nol win Swaraj in 30 years, iet alone one" (7). 

This was fo.llowed by 'l pathetic letter to Neht'u in which Gandhi lamented 

that "we seem to be weakening from within. Jt hurts ITle that, at this very 

important juncture tn our history, we do not sec eye to eye m important 

I \• !Tt' p t i( Hl s ' 



matters. J cannot "tell you how positively lonely feel to know that now-a-days 

I can't carry you with rne" (8). 

The l<isan Sabha opposition in Bihar to the Congress ministry evoked a 

strong response from Candhi: "my study of the seperate kisan organisation has 

led rne definitely to the conclusion that they are not working for the interests 

of The kisans but are organising only with a view to capturing the Congress 

organisation. They can do even this by leading the kisans along the right 

channels, but I arn afraid they are misleading them ... 13ut the main question ts 

whether you want the l<isan Sabhas to strengthen the Congress or weaken it, to 

use the kisan organisation to capture the Congress or service the ',.kisans, 

\Vhether the Sabha is to be a rival organisation working apparently m 

of the Con0ress or one carrying out the Congress policy (9). 

the 
f 
'name 

SliniiarJy~ the Widespread industrial unrest often le;Jcling to advcnturist 

and violent outbursts "disturbed" Gandhi profoundly. "We are living in 

/\hmedabad and Cawnpur in perpetual dread of lightening and unauthorised strikes. 

Is the Congress unable to influence organised labour in the right direction?" 

(lO). He wondered whether "holding of offices by Congressmen is justified, If 

inspite of honest effort by Congressrnen, forces of disorder cannot be brought 

under control without the assistance of the police and the military, in rny 

opinion acceptance by he Congress of the burden of offices loses all force and 

meaning~ and the sooner the Ministers are withdrawn, the better it would be for 

the Congress and its struggle to achieve cornplete independence" ( ll). 

By May !938, Gandhi's ide<:ts h.Jd crystallised <JrHl he was publicly 

lernenting that "the violence l see running through speeches and writings, the 

corruption and seifishness among Congressmen, and the petty bickerings fill rne 



with djsgust" (12). 

E\y July 193~, it had become clear to Gandhi that "the darkness that 

seerns to have enveloped us will disappear, and that, with another battle more 

brillant than the Dandi .Aarch, India wiil come to her own demonstrably through 

non-violent means. 1 arn praying for the light that will dispel the darkness" 

(13). 

While Gandhi began to see the need for another phase of 

non-constitutional struggle, he was fully aware that the Congress was losing its 

organizational reserves of hegemony and that· no further non-constit-utional 
·' , 

struggle was possible in near future. This steady loss of organizatio~a1 

reserves of hegemony was viewed with the greatest alarm by Gandhi. In fact, 

this is the most pcrsistcm underlying therne of his speeches and writings during 

1938-39. However, as was typical of Gandhi, he did not theorise about this but 

chose to refer to it in moral terms like stressing the need for "internal 

purity", condemning "selfishness" and "violence", etc. Following Gandhi's 

example, even the Constitutionalists evaded the real 1ssucs by rnaking a fetish 

of "internal purity" and need for "selfless scrvicc 11
• Only in the writings of 

CSP leaders like Narcnclra Dcva docs one find son1c attempts to conccptualisc this 

phenomenon of depletion of the organisational reserves of hegemony of the 

Congress (Jl+). ['~ehnj did perce1ve this phenomenon but chose to rernaHI silent 

about 1t. His private writings do, however, give us an idea about how his mind 

was working. His public utterances were discreet as he believed that "we cannot 

agitate against ourselves" (i 5). 

Thus by January 1939 Gandhi was publicly declaring that "If l was called 

upon to lead an army of civil resisters, 1 should be unable to shoulder this 

Pcn'cptions 



burclCII. Thi:> J', ;: big <.~dtllission to make .... Out of the present condition of 

the Congress, sec nothing but anarchy and red run1 .in front of the country 

(16). 

By May 1939, Gandhi's impatience had reached its climax: 

\Ve shall not be able to do anything as long as this corruption 
persists. For me there is no difference between Civil Disobediance 
and office-acceptance. Both are part of the Satyagraha movement. 
have become so impatient of the corruption prevailing in the Congress 
that l should not hesitate to bury the organisation, if corruption 
cannot be re'noved ( 17). 

ln fact, Gandhi's clash with Subhash Bose at Tripuri centred <..on one 

r 
basic issue: their di llcrent assessments of the strengths and weaknesses or 'the 

Congress. F'losC' believed that the Congress was strong enough to g1vc a six 

months' ultimatum to the Colonial State and could then go over for a decisive 

all.-out non-constitutional struggle. On the contrary, Gandhi believed that the 

Congress 'Nas ext-"1austing its organisational reserves of hegemony and any form of 

non-constitutional activity would decisively undermine Congress' hegernony. 

Explaining his differences with !:)ose, Gandhi wrote: 

This fundamental difference of opmwn reached a climax at Tripuri and 

Bose openly accused Vallabhbhai Patel and a section of the top leadership whom 

he denounced as "Rightists" and of trying to compromise with the British 

Governrnent ( 18). 

In his attempt to convince Gandhi, Bose wrote: 

Pccccplions 



lf we come to the parting of ways, ,a bitter civil war will commence 
and whatever be the upshot of it, the Congress will be weakened for 
some time to come and the bene~fit will be reaped by the British 
Government. It is in your hands to save the Congress. If 
struggle takes place in the present circumstances, it cannot be a 
long-drawn one. I am so confident and so optirnistic on this point 
that I feel that if we take courage in both hands ahd go ahead and 
that we should take 18 months at the most. I feel so strongly on this 
point that I am prepared to make any sacrifice in this connection. If 
you take up the struggle, J shall rnost gladly help you to the best of 
my ability. If you feel that the Congress will be able to fight 
better with another President, I shall gladly step aside. If you feel 
that the Congress will be able to figh more effectively with a Working 
Committee of your choice, l shall · g.ladly fall m line with your 
wishes. All I want is that you and the Congress should in this 
critical hour stand up and rescue the struggle for Swaraj ( 19). 

However, Gandhi was convinced that the "views you seem to express to me 
·' 
i 

appear to be so diametrically opposed to those of others and my own that do 

not see any possibility of bridging them" (20). 

Pcn:cnilons 

Making his position clear, Gandhi declared: 

He (Subhas Bose) holds that we possess enough resources for a fight. 
J am totally opposed to his views. Today we possess no resources for 
a. fight. Today the whole atmosphere is so steeped in violence that I 
cannot think of fighting .... Pantji could not control things in 

Cawnpur There is no limit to communal strife .... Today we are 
not able to control more than a handful of people. Workers and 
peasants too were supposed to be entirely with the Congress. We do 
not have· the same hold among the peasants of Bihar as we used to. Is 
this a situation favourable for starting a struggle? If today I am 
asked to start a Dandhi March, I have not the courage to do so. How 
can we do anything without the workers and peasants? The country 
belongs only to them. We are not equipped to issue an ultimatum to 
the Government. The country would be open to ridicule (21). 

In a personal letter to Subhash l=)ose, Gandhi regretted the difference of 



opinio:: IJCl\VU.'tl llwllt dtlCi cxpl~litlcd: 

My prestige does not count. It has no independent value of its own 
India will rise or tall by the quality of the surn total of the 

acts of her many millions. Individuals are of account in so far as 
they represent the rnany millions ... 

... I see no atmosphere for non-violent mass act ion. 
without an eHective sanction is worse than 
useless. 

An ultimatum 

But J am an old man, perhaps growing timid and over-cautious, .and you 
have youth before you and reckless optimism born of youth. r hope you 
&e right and I am wrong. l have the flrrn belief that the Congress, 
as it 1s today, cannot deliver the goods, cannot offer civil 
disobedience worth the name. Therefore, if your prognosis is right, l 
arTl a back nurnber and played out as the generalissimo of ~atyagraha" 
(22). 

~ 

ln a ietter of [Jrotest, he wrote to Bose that "the old colleagues whom 

you consider as rightists will not serve on your cJbinct. You c;:m have their 

resignations now. Their presence would be unfair to you and to them. You 

should be left free to frame your own programme and expect the rightists (I wish 

you could choose better and indigenous terrns to designate the parties of your 

irnagination) to support you where they can and absta.tn where they cannot sec 

eye-to~eye with you" (23). 

1-\fter the Tripuri crisis was over and the Congress ministries t~esigned 

due to' the \Var crisis, Gandhi's sagging morale began to get a boost. As he 

wrote on the resignation of the ministries: 

I am quile ciear in my mind that what has happened i:.; best for the 
cause. It is a bitter pill I know. L)ut it was needed. Jt will drive 
away clil the p<lrasitcs from tlw body. We ll<~vc been oblig<·cl to clo 
wrong thir1gs which we shall be ~tbk Lo a void (211). 

However, he was definite that any tnovcs toward::; <-lilY torrr1 of 

• non-constitutiona.l dc:tivitv were bound to be dis<Jstrous. Ltlking' ;_tbout luture Pcrcepl!oils ) 



course of action, he declared: 

The resignation 
next step is 
big movement. 

of the Congress ministries was a necessity. But the 
by no means clear. Congressmen seem to be expecting a 

Apart Jrorn the uncertainty of the observance of non-violence in 
Congress ranks, is the trernendous J act that the . Muslim League looks 
upon the Congress as the enemy of the Muslims. This makes it 
welt-nigh irnpossible for the Congress to orgarHse successfull 
non-violent revolution through civil disobed.iance. lt will certainly 
mean Hindu-Muslim riots (25). 

Declaring that, Hno one has resisted England more effectively, perhaps 

than I have. And rny desire for and power of resistance remains unabated. But 

I 

there : are seasons for speech and action, as there are seasons for s1lerke. ,and 

! 

inaction"(2G), he publicly expressed his apprehensions: 

A false step by the Congress at this stage is bound to retard the 
country's progress towards its goai. Strange as it may seem to 
Congressri1en, I make bold to suggest that the one way to disarm 
communa.L suspicion is not to offer civil disobecJiance in terrns of 
Swaraj. The prospect that is about to face the country is that of the 
Br itlsh Government .in aJliance with the so-called rninont1es arrayed 
against the Congress single-handed. Civil Disobediance against this 
combination is a contradiction .in terms. It would not even be civil 
war. It will be crimainal war (27). 

It has been suggested by Tomlinson that the acceptance of offices led to 

increase m Congress' strength as during this period the Congress was "feeding 

on governmental power and prestige" (28), For Gandhi, however, the criterion 

for strength or weaknes Jay in the organisational reserves of hegemony of the 

Congn~ssi bei:~ause politics fot Candhi was hegemony. 
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CHAPTER 8 

RECAP HULA HONS 
-· . -

a) The period under study has been variously; portrayed in historiographic 

works. Tomlinson looks upon this period as a catalyst in the long-term swing of 

the Congress towards constitutionalisn1 -- a phase during which Congress politics 

achiev<~d institutionalised forms and meshed with institutions of power and 

authority ( l ). There is an inherent bias in the framework of Tomlinson to 

regard the Congn:ss essentially as a party espousing constitutional politics. 

Partly this bias is due to the very partial view of the Congress politics which 

Tomlinson )<: able -~o obtaii• due to his very periodization (1934-40).''· /\s a 

result, Tcmilmson looks upon the phose of ministries as a period of 

'fructification' a period in which the Congress grew stronger'~ as it was 

"feeding on govcmJl!CilL:d power and authority" and could find "greater favour 

than a Congress espousing agitation politics" (2). 

[)ut then why should a 'party' "feeding on power and authority" renounce 

offices inspitc of a rnulti-fold increase in "strengtl•" (read membership the 

two being synonyn1ous lor Tomlinson!) and despite the fact that the British were 

wiJJing to give the Congress as much rope as it wanted to hang itself. 

The explanation is offered by Tomlinson in terms of 'provinicialisation' 

of the Natio11al 1\'\ovement a trend characterised by the greater degree of 

assertion oJ loGll a.11d p, ovincial fLmctionarics <.11'1d the rcsultclflt pulls and 

pressures !eadmg to 0 \\.'l~akcning of control of the central party 

bosses-. 

FollowJng an alrnost identical frarnework, . although at the provincial 



level) David (\mold':; work for Tamil Nadu looks upon this period as that of a 

"reproachrneni'' between the Congress and the CoJonial State (3). 

Si!nilarly; tl1c f.tr~t full--length published J.Ccount of the n1inistry 

period", 1\<:m: Sh~mkardass' study of l3ombay: is entitled the "First Congress Raj" 

(4). ln her study, Shankardass has focussed dttent:ion almost exclusively on the 

activities of ttK~ Congress as a provincial · adrninistration; the crucial 

inter-Linkages oJ legislative and ministerial activities with other forms of 

popular protest as wel.l as the tensions and dialernmas of being the provincial 

administration and a protest movement at the same time have not been explored. 

No at1c::mpt ius bcc11 lnJdc to study the Congress as iJ sociJI movement; in1rcild the 

Congress has been reduced during this period to just the adrninistrative and 

bureilucratic activities of the ministry. 

f\11 these wr-itings are manifestations of the historiographic tendency to 

look upon the Congr·ess during this period as sornc kind of u surrogate state 

although such a characterisation has not been put forward explicitly by any 

historian so :far, it is implicit in the Jrarncworks of 1nany. 

From our· reading of contemporary sources of the penod, it can be 

definitively argued that it is wrong to suggest that there was a large-scale 

swing to constitutional politics, that the bulk of Congressmen were no longer 

interested m agit.::~tional and extra-constitutional politics, that a nurnber of 

them, especially m the lea.dersh.ip, were hankering for power and legislative and 

ministerial authority. Only a rninU<;cule section of Congressmen, ied by 

Satyamurthy, was enamoured of the prospect of offices and u Congress government 

at the centre under the Federation. /\n overwhelrn in~ rnajority of Congressmen 

looked upon offices as part of a wider perspective of building ancl extending 

!<:cca pi l t1 b Lions 



natiorwlist llr::ge!HOriy. This 1s borne out ciearly by the debate which took place 

on oftice-acceptancc and ts substantiated further by the fact that the 

resignation of tlH~ Congress rninistries in September 1939 did not lead to any 

serious dh:ocntiOilS c1i1d bctcklash 01- even a feeling of regret among the bulk of 

Congressrnen. 

No JruitJul study of nationa.list politics during this period is possible 

unless the Congress is looked upon essentially as a social movement. Ev.::duation 

o:f Congress politics in terrns of just the acts and omissions of the ministries 

can lead to a very n:::1rrow and largely distorted view of history. 
•. 
'· 

b) The long debate whi~took place arnong C~1ngressrnen over the crucial issue 

of office-acceptance has not been analysed exhaustively by any historian so Ear. 

What were the assumptions, cons.iderations and pressures that led to the 

suspension o[ the Second Civil Disobediancc Movement and return to constitutioal 

politics? What were the issues and dialemrnas that confronted the mass of 

Congressmen w·hcn they were faced with thc:chal!cngc of the COl ;\ct of 1935? 

What \Vere the hopes and fears of the nationalist leadership when it e111barked 

upon the adventure· of office-acceptance? 

These questions have not been dealt with adequately by historians so far 

and the explanations provided are Jar Jrorn satisfactory. The Congress' decision 

to return to ·council politics', for instance, is casually explained by Sum it 

Sarkar thus: "Business groups .in general were 1 <iuch more interested (novl thc.1t 

civil disobedience had failed) in having the Congrc .s back in the legislatures 

as an effective pn~ssurc-group which could lobby 1 'x them. The prospect of full 

responsibie governments in provinces added to the utraction~ which was strongly 



felt by tiw buJk ol c:ongrcss lc~l(lcrs" C5). 

Thus a whole range of assumptions which went into office-acceptance have 

been ignored m favour of the now--familiar and convincnt way ot explaining 

shifts and changes .in Congress politics in tcrr11s of the pressures and clictats of 

the bourgeoise. 

As argued earlier, the assumptions tint went into ofJicc>·llCcept<mce .:md 

the choice of one "form of struggle over the other at a point in time were 

directly linked to Congressmen's perceptions of the strength and weakne;sses of 
•. 

the Congress as an organisation. The organisat.i onal aspects involve& m 

nationalist politics have received little attention so far. The result iS that 

the Co11grcss JS cithc;- perceived as <.111 org<J.nisation wl1ich could fliObili;:c the 

rnasses at any tirne, on any issue and in any forrn, or it is perceived as a body 

of elitc~s vvhich 'instrumentali;.ecr the rnasscs. 

The objective limitations of the Congress as an organisation as well as 

the weaknesses and :fragility of .its social base, consisting o[ a multitude of 

classes, cornrnunitics and social groups, need to examinee! rnore comprehensively. 

c) The categroics of 'Left' and , Hight' have been used extensively by all 

historians of this period to characterize vanous political trends within the 

National 1\ilovemenl:. However, there 1s considerable lack of clarity about what 

constitutes , Leftism' and 'Rightism' in the context of a national liberatioil 

rnovernenL lt may be noted that 'Left' and 'l~ight'. are 11ot (like capitalism and 

hz:1 vc ccrta! n loo:'c I y s pee i J i c con not<l t 1 ons. Tii<'Y ;u·c· rcl;rtivt· r·utcgortcs --



relative to each other in their degree of contra-opposition. 

l<cgretably, these categories have been applied in a most unimaginative 

manner while clealillg with nationalist politics. Most of the tirne, 'Leftist' has 

been used intcrchangably with 'Non-Constitutionalist' and 'l~iglrt:ist' with 

· Constitutionc:ilis1 '. This is arnply illustrated by the clash at Tripura which 

has bcen very conviently portrayed as a showdown between the 'Right' and the 

·Left'. A.s a result, forms of struggle (pertaining strictly to strategy-related 

issues) have become a fundamental criterion for ideological characterisations. 

Pcrllap~; whdt is needed is a set of <.tgrccd critcri;t, b<1scd on which ~these 

characterisations can be Jruitfully applied. This is not to deny that forms of 

struggle do not have wider ideological ramnifications, but only to suggest that 

forms of struggle should not be as an exclusive criterion for icleoligical 

character isatiow;. 

Hence what JS required is a set of cr1tc:·ion to provide an analytical 

contenT to tl1esc categories, in L.tdd1tion to rn<1ki11g them contcxt·-sp'cc:ific. There 

1s need to think about what it means to be a '!<.ightist' or a 'Leftist' in the 

context of an anti-11npe> ialist struggle. 

In the mtcrim, it would be more n1e311ingful if the necessary distmction 

between forrns of struggle and ideological ciKlractcrisatiorl clistinctiOn is 

maintained, as choice of forrns of struggle at a r.nrticul<c~r point is clctcnnincd 

by a r<1nge ot factors which may not necessarily rcllcct the clitss character of a 

group. These factor'S could be related to the structure, policy and tactics of 

the state, the strength and weaknesses of various parties involved, and a whole 

range oJ 01her conJunctural factors. 



d) The iirnitdtions <tnd weaknesses of the National iVtovernent need to be 

an3lyscd more riguurously, not only m tcrrn~. of pcrlcct' or 'trttpcrfcct' 

lliObiJi;,atJOI\ 5 but abo at the Jcvci of CO!llll1g to tcrrns with the problem of 

multiple 'codes of consciousness' and 'col lccti w identities'. The continual 

reassertion oi class and communal identities, often m acrimonious opposition to 

the organi -;ed Nat ionaJ Movcrncnt represented by the Congress, needs to be 

examined not only at the level of politics but also at a cultural level. 

K.N. l\Jnlkk;_.u lu~) rcccmly suggest eel tltal the cui tural struggle ag<iinst 

in1periJlism was "divorced from political rcali ty" due to the mediation of 

coloni;:\J ideology which suco::ssfully created and llJaintainccl a disjunction 

between the cultur;:tl and political spheres of struggle against irnperralisrn (6). 

ConsequentJy, "the cultural question ... rernained outside the pale of political 

agitation" zwcl "t!w cullura!-idcological struggle had no chance of linking 

it sell will1 iJ p,;lit i\':1 1 IHOV<'Ill('t11 <-lilll<'d ;_q;<1it1st co!otli,JI dorllif1<1llott 11 (7). 

intcgrz1tivr role of J1<ilion;)llsrn, t.c., 1iw <:tbil;ty to sllhsltlliC 'secondar-y' 

identities of caste 'ancl community, etc. 

Wildt ts perhaps required is a new corpus of evaluative and explanatory 

concepts to come to terrns with a movement which was unique both in terms of forrn 

and content anci \Vas infinitc.ly n1orc complex than one would suspect. Corr1mcnting 

on the uniqueness and complexity of the movernent, .Antonio Grarnsci wrote: 

The war of position requires a far more complex political struggle, a 
specific combination oi forms of struggle 111 which the political 



element would always prevail-over the !llilitary. A typical example of 
this war of posit.ion was the anti-colonial.ist resistance of Gandhi m 
India We would define this war of position as a strategy fur 
long-term resistance -- a people's war i'n which it 1s necessary to 
accurnulate thousands of small victories and turn them into a great 
success. 

A .long-tcrn1 struggle of this kind • starts from a situation of 
imbalance, in which the enemy is stront~cr. But it seeks to change 
this situation in stages (defensive phase, relative equilibr iurn, 
counter-offensive). 

The necessary build-up of forces ... ~mprccedented concentration of 
hegemony is not simply confined to an i:tssau.lt on the enemy's trenches. 
lt also requires a large mass of people, a struggle of people. 

To translate these points into a strategic doctrine, War of Position 
as a long-terrn strategy precedes by an unprecedented sie'ge of the 
principal and secondary contradictions of society in question (8). f 
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